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FIG . 10 shows a motion sensing method that can be

WIRELESS MOTION SENSOR SYSTEM AND

implemented in the wearable peripheral that was shown in
FIG . 5 ;

METHOD

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

FIG . 11 shows a motion sensing method that can be

5 implemented in the sensor hub that was shown in FIG . 5 ;

This application is a Continuation of and claims priority

FIG . 12 shows a process that can be used by the beacon
of FIG . 5 to perform its role ;

based on U .S . patent application Ser. No. 15 /070 , 189 filed
Mar. 15 , 2016 , the entire disclosures of which are incorpo

FIG . 13 shows a process that can be used by the local
server of FIG . 5 to perform its role;
10 FIG . 14 shows a process that can be used by the cloud

rated by reference herein for all purposes .

server of FIG . 5 to perform its role ;
FIG . 15A shows a generalized Kalman filter ;

BACKGROUND

FIG . 15B shows an extended Kalman filter configured for

The present invention relates to systems and methods that

use in an inertial measurement unit;

comprise an electronic motion - sensing instrument config - 15

ured to wirelessly communicate to another electronic device .
It is desired to combine sensors and a transmitter into a

FIG . 16 shows a Madgwick filter using magnetometer,

accelerometer, and gyroscope inputs (MAGI);
FIG . 17 shows an example of the system being used with

small , low - cost, and low power motion - sensing instrument.

animals ;

By adding wireless transmission capability to this instru FIG . 18 shows a sensor on a robotic arm ;
ment, it is possible to use the instrument for a variety of tasks 20 FIG . 19 shows a wearable system ;
that require a small portable device . For example , the
FIG . 20 shows a multi -axis remote manipulator that could
instrument could be worn or held by a person . The wireless be controlled by the wearable system of FIG . 19 ;
transmission capability can allow a remote electronic receiv -

FIG . 21 shows an unmanned vehicle that could be con

ing device to receive data from the instrument on a continu -

ous basis and use this instrument data for analysis, feedback , 25
ment and the receiving device could be used to continuously
and / or control. The example system comprising the instru -

trolled by the wearable system of FIG . 19 ;

FIG . 22A shows an unmanned aerial quadcopter;
FIG . 22C shows a matrix of sensing components .

FIG . 22B shows an unmanned airplane ; and

monitor and record motion and other parameters before and

It should be understood that the drawings are not neces

after the occurrence of an unpredictable event, so that a

sarily to scale . In certain instances , details that are not

complete picture of before, during , and after the event can be 30 necessary for an understanding of the invention or that
analyzed . Data from the instrument could be used to trigger
render other details difficult to perceive may have been

omitted . It should be understood that the invention is not
necessarily limited to the particular embodiments illustrated

an alarm .

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
In the accompanying drawings:

herein .
35

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
EMBODIMENTS

FIG . 1 shows a 3D input device used in a 3D computer

system ;

FIG . 2A shows the system of FIG . 1 with the 3D input
one object in the 3D environment;

The ensuing description provides preferred exemplary

device in a resting position and a vectorial cursor pointing at 40 embodiment( s ) only , and is not intended to limit the scope,

applicability or configuration of the disclosure. Rather, the

FIG . 2B shows the system of FIG . 1 with the 3D input
device being tilted along the roll axis ;
FIG . 2C shows the system of FIG . 1 with the 3D input
device being tilted along the pitch axis ;

ensuing description of the preferred exemplary embodi
ment(s ) will provide those skilled in the art with an enabling
description for implementing a preferred exemplary

45 embodiment. It should be understood that various changes

FIG . 2D shows the system of FIG . 1 with the vectorial

could be made in the function and arrangement of elements

cursor moving toward an object on the 3D display in
response to linear input on the 3D input device ;

without departing from the spirit and scope as set forth in the
appended claims.

FIG . 3 showsone embodiment of the 3D mouse/ controller

Specific details are given in the following description to

with the knobs and buttons used for interaction with a 3D 50 provide a thorough understanding of the embodiments .

environment;
FIG . 4 shows a block diagram of the 3D mouse / controller
system and the way it interacts with a 3D application on the

However, it will be understood by one of ordinary skill in the

computer monitor, through interrelated modules performing

implemented using any combination of computer program

art that the embodiments may be practiced without these
specific details . For example, the present invention may be

the different functions of: movement sensing, sensing data 55 ming software , firmware , or hardware . As a preparatory step

interpretation and conversion to digital data , wireless com munication of the data to an interface, graphical rendering of
the data in a 3D application ;
FIG . 5 shows a wireless motion sensor system ;
FIG . 6 shows an example of a graphical user interface that 60

can be used as part of the system and method;

FIG . 7 shows a wireless motion sensor system used in
American football ;

FIG . 8 shows an alternate configuration of the local server

that shown as part of FIG . 5 ;

FIG . 9 shows an alternate configuration of the cloud

server that shown as part of FIG . 5 ;

to practicing the invention or constructing an apparatus
according to the invention , the computer programming code
(whether software or firmware ) according to the invention
can be embedded in one or more machine readable storage
devices such as micro - controllers, programmable logic and

programmable analog devices, flash memories, semiconduc
tor memories such as read -only memory (ROM ), program

mable read-only memory (PROM ), etc., thereby making an
article of manufacture in accordance with the invention . The
65 article of manufacture containing the computer program
ming code can be used by either executing the code directly

from the storage device , or by transmitting the code accord

US 10 ,433 ,033 B2
ing to the present invention with appropriate standard com

puter hardware to execute the code contained therein . An
apparatus for practicing the invention could be one or more
devices having network access to computer program (s)
coded in accordance with the invention .

1. Overview
One embodiment , the present invention relates to an
electronically networked system ormethod that integrates a
wearable instrument comprising a plurality of sensors . The

position , orientation , and/or size ) on a display for two

dimensional (2D ) or three- dimensional (3D ) environments .
Vectorial objects can be vectorial cursors, graphical sym
bols, or any pictorial representation of physical or virtual
5 object or character having one or multiple dimensions that
has both a linear component (such as magnitude for size ], or
position in a Cartesian space ) and an angular component
( such as orientation ). In particular , one embodiment of the
present invention relates to handheld devices that can be

sensors can include MEMS (micro electro mechanical sys - 10 used to position or manipulate a vectorial object such as a

tems) devices. The sensors can include transducers that
measure position ,motion , acceleration , impact, temperature ,
heart rate, pulse, and /or breathing activity . Position ,motion ,

vectorial cursor or 3D objects/ characters in 3D space . A
vectorial cursor in 3D is the analog of a cursor in 2D . It is
shaped like an arrow giving the user spatial feedback of the

acceleration , and /or impact could be measured using any

direction and position of the cursor. Depending on the

combination of systems and methods including , but not 15 application , the length of the arrow could be variable or
limited to the global positioning system (GPS ) , cellular or
fixed , whereby the arrow would be either extending from a

Wi- Fi triangulation , time- of- travel, magnetics, optics , and
or acceleration technologies. The sensors could be stand

spherical (polar ) coordinates point of reference , or virtually
moving in the 3D space . Thus, one embodiment might be an

alone or structured in a matrix for operational redundancy,

inertial sensor-based application that operates as a 3D mouse

cessing unit , field programmable gate array, application

monitors, volumetric monitors, stereoscopic monitors , holo

microelectronic circuit. The CPU can use embedded algo rithms and /or other firmware code to process the data

capable of being understood by anyone skilled in the art.
Such an embodiment of the present invention can be

communicate internally and externally. The instrument can
also comprise a transmitter that can use protocols such as
Bluetooth , near field communications, Wi- Fi, ZigBee , radio frequency communications , cellular communications , satel-

position of a cursor in a 2D or 3D environment on a 2D or
3D display . The inertial sensor (s ) could include accelerom
eters , magnetic sensors , and gyroscopes . Position of the
cursor can be determined by mapping the movement of an

maximum availability , and improved accuracy . Sensors with 20 to provide a natural and ergonomic way to interact with 3D
different functions and/ or technologies could be combined in
environments and to control systems in 3D space . The 3D
one solid - state module and the matrix could contain a mouse could act as a spatial pointer input device and /or
number of such modules . The instrument can also comprise
controller to reach and /or manipulate objects, icons, and/ or
a central processing unit (CPU ) comprising a microproces characters in 3D environments . The 3D environments could
sor, micro - controller, digital signal processor, graphics pro - 25 be generated by 3D graphical rendering or 3D GUIs with 2D

specific integrated circuit, system on a chip , and /or similar

graphic monitors , and /or any other 2D or 3D monitor

generated by the sensors, manage power consumption , and 30 based on inertial technology and methods that determine the

lite communications, and / or any other wireless communi- 35 operator ' s hand in space onto a polar coordinates frame of

cations protocol or technology capable of being understood

reference , thus optimizing the number of inertial sensors

by anyone skilled in the art, to communicate with a device
at a remote location . The remote device could be a second

needed and reducing manufacturing cost. In such an
embodiment, the application of the technology can use a

wearable instrument, a remote control unit , and/or a remote

single accelerometer in a form factor allowing it to be used

display device such as a portable computer, a laptop com - 40 as a desktop mouse , a freestanding remote controller, and / or

puter, a telephone, a tablet computer, see -through glasses, or

a game controller . In addition to its role as a mouse for the

virtual reality goggles. The system could interface with

interaction with 3D environments and 3D GUIS, the device /

standard computer operating system such as UnixTM ,

remote controller for 2D and/or 3D entertainment or media

and /or use an instrument and /or a remote device that uses a

technology can have the capability to act as a universal

LinuxTM , MicrosoftTM WindowsTM , AndroidTM , POSTM , and/ 45 centers .
or MacOSTM
In another embodiment, the same approach could be used

The system ormethod could provide the sensor data in a
raw format for further analysis with spreadsheets or dedicated software . The system or method could show the sensor

with a glove -like application allowing the user to interact
with both 2D and 3D environments by limited movements of
the hand and /or fingers . In a further embodiment, this

data in a graphical form via a user - friendly graphical user 50 approach could act as an advanced game controller for 3D

interface (GUI). The sensor data could be stored for real
games . Embodiments could be coupled with haptic feed
time or later viewing. The sensor data could also be aggre - back . Furthermore , embodiments of the system or method
gated in anonymous format on a secure and encrypted
could be applied in combination with portable game con
database located on a server on the internet (i.e . a “ cloud
soles (Gameboy, PSP . . . ) allowing players to interact with
database ” ). The cloud database could aggregate sensor data 55 mobile games through movements of the console itself, in
from different wearable instruments , located in different combination with triggers . The triggers could be push but
geographical areas . The sensor data in the cloud database
tons. The triggers could be symbols on a screen . Embodi
could be processed via embedded intelligence and smart ments could be useful with handheld computers and portable

algorithms enabling big data analysis on the aggregated

phones (such as cellular phones ) allowing navigation

anonymous data , for the improvement of monitoring and 60 through 2D or 3D interface menus by moving the device
evaluation thresholds and the generation of personalized
itself instead of using a stylus or the operator' s fingers . Thus,

risk , fatigue or performance factors.

the technology also has the capability to be embedded in

2 . Pointing Device Embodiments
One embodiment of the present embodiment relates to

various electronic devices including wearable and hand -held
devices to generate motion signals for remote applications or
pointing (I/ O ) devices used to position or manipulate a 65 built- in applications that can be rendered on an attached
vectorial object. For example , embodiments could be used to

control an object (i.e . controlling object attributes such as

display . This means that embodiments of the present inven

tion technology could be embedded in a portable /mobile
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media or communications devices, mobile phones, smart

phones , and/ or tablet computers . The technology could be
used for things such as screen positioning and sizing,

cos( )) - sin(V ) 01
R = e(2x ) ( x)befix ) = sin (? ) cos(V ) 01

information exchange, and applications to remotely control

T0

consumer devices .

Another embodiment of the technology would be as an

0
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add - on to game- specific sports hardware for sports games
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( examples of which include baseball bat, golf club , tennis

racket, skateboard , skis , luge , running, cycling, football,

soccer, basketball , etc . ). In yet another embodiment, the 10

technology could be applied for the control of unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs ) and other remote controlled aircraft

After developing we get:

and / or their embedded systems such as cameras/ other detec

tion equipment. Embodiments could be used to control other
unmanned devices. The same embodiment is applicable to 15

the control of model toys (aircraft, cars, boats , etc .). A

cos( U ) . cos( O )

cos( ) sin (0) sin(y ) – cos( ) . sin (0 ). cos(? ) –
sin (V ) . cos (6 )
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person familiar with the art would also find that the tech

nology has also applications in the field of medicine , engi

l - sin (0)

neering and sciences. It could be a virtual scalpel, a con
troller for a robotic arm , and /or a pointer for the 20
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cos(0). sin ( )
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The present invention can be implemented using a 3D
Pointer concept. The three -dimensional pointer can be
achieved by using a spherical coordinate system . A spherical

In one embodiment of the present invention , the 3D
interface is used to create the virtual reality scene needed to
interact with the 3D pointer. This interface is developed in
an expandable mode in order to permit any improvement in

tions and by increasing or decreasing the pointer length . The

pointer, to change the render mode between wire frame,

tilt angles , pitch and roll , captured from an inertial sensor

hidden , and rendered , to change the view angles and the light

manipulation of 3D molecules, for example .

coordinate system permits the user to access any point in a 25 the future . This interface allows the user to interact with the
virtual environmentby properly changing the device 's direc 3D objects , to change the colors of the ground and the

( such as an accelerometer ) can be are used respectively as

intensity , or any other object characteristic .

Alpha and Beta angles of the spherical coordinate system as 30 It is important to mention that the yaw angle can be
illustrated in the equations below . Orientation can be cap changed directly from the pointing device in order to make

tured from the movement of a hand ( or other body part on
which the device is worn ) by measuring the projection of the

the navigation easier. To avoid the use of additional sensing
components, such as a magnetic sensor or gyroscope, it is

static gravity on the tilted accelerometer (or other type of
of the radius R can be simulated by using a trigger pair on
the device or other haptic input such as other hand move

possible to simulate the yaw dimension by a rotation of the
by the manipulation of the graphical perspective through the
interface software , by a pair of control buttons on the device

ments and or lateral/translational movement of the device .

itself , and/or by means of other user input. Thus, the yaw

pointer length . Combining orientation and pointer length ,
the instantaneous position of the end of the pointer in the

pitch and roll signals could complement the pitch and roll
signals generated by the accelerometer.

inertial sensor ). Pointer length , which is the physical analog 35 field ofview . This field of view rotation can be accomplished

For example, the user can change the length of the pointer angle can be generated without a gyroscope, by using a
to reach a desired point in 3D space by pressing the increase 40 gyroscope , by using a magnetic sensor, or by adding signals
and decrease triggers . An alternative is to use a time varying from multiple sensing components . Similarly, gyroscope

inertial frame can be expressed as a function of the timeIn one embodiment of the present invention , we can use
varying radius and spherical angles ( Euler angle transfor- 45 an inertial sensor to detect tilt accelerations that will then be
converted into movement. In this particular embodiment,we
mation ).
are
using a MEMS accelerometer developed by Analog
X = R (t) Cos (a ).Sin (B )
Devices , the ADXL202E MEMS accelerometer. Any similar
Y = R (t).Sin (a ).Sin (B )

Z = R (t) Cos ( )

inertial sensor including thermal accelerometers could be
50 used . The ADXL202E is a low -cost, low -power, complete
two - axis accelerometer with a digital output, all on a single

Like most 3D interfaces, it is important to distinguish
between the inertial frame and the user frames . The inertial

monolithic IC . The ADXL202E can measure both dynamic
acceleration ( e.g ., vibration ) and static acceleration ( e. g.,
gravity ). The outputs are analog voltage or digital signals

frame is considered as a reference and all objects in the 3D 55 whose duty cycles (ratio of pulse width to period ) are
virtual environment are expressed with respect to it. Thus, proportional to acceleration . A microprocessor counter,
the inertial frame is fixed . The x -axis is pointing to any without an A / D converter or glue logic , can directly measure
convenient direction , the z -axis is pointing vertically upward
the duty cycle outputs . The duty cycle period is adjustable

and the y -axis is perpendicular to both . The user frame is the
moveable system containing the pointer. It is defined by a 60

from 0 .5 ms to 10 ms via external timing resistor.
The ADXL202E is a complete , dual- axis acceleration

rotation around the z - axis by w and by the rotation around
x and y by O and Ø . Moreover, the distance between those

measurement system . For each axis , an output circuit con
verts the analog signal to a duty cycle modulated (DCM )

those two frames is the product of the following rotation

g . The accelerometer can measure static acceleration forces
such as gravity, allowing it to be used as a tilt sensor as used

frames defines the offset of the pointer with respect to the digital signal that can be decoded with the timer port of the
inertial frame. The figure below illustrates those rotations
microprocessor used . The ADXL202E is capable of mea
(Euler angle transformations). The matrix linking between 65 suring both positive and negative accelerations to at least + 2

matrix .
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in our application . Acceleration will result in an output
square wave whose amplitude is proportional to accelera

The control functionality of the 3D input device could be
extended to controlling other household peripherals such as

tion . Phase sensitive demodulation techniques are then used
to rectify the signal and determine the direction of the

telecommunications, lighting, irrigation , security system ,
heating/ cooling or even car start -up in the morning . This

acceleration .

5 would be done through a software user interface (Windows,

One of the most popular applications of the ADXL202E
is tilt measurement. An accelerometer uses the force of
gravity as an input vector to determine orientation of an
object in space . An accelerometer is most sensitive to tilt

Linux etc .) that would appear on a display such as a large
plasma (or other ) screen with this screen playing the role of
a TV, computer monitor and command and control interface .
In this respect, the 3D input device could be the future

when its sensitive axis is perpendicular to the force of 10 universal remote controller for the next generation of con
gravity, i.e ., parallel to the earth 's surface . At this orienta sumer appliances that would be controlled through a central
tion, its sensitivity to changes in tilt is highest. When the
accelerometer is oriented on axis to gravity , i. e., near its + 1

g or - 1 g reading, the change in output acceleration per
perpendicular to gravity, its output will change nearly 17.5
mg per degree of tilt, but at 45° degrees, it is changing only
at 12.2 mg per degree and resolution declines. Because the
accelerometer is sensitive to the static gravity, it can be used
to measure tilt angles (pitch and roll) by measuring the 20

computer (network of computers ), instead of each having its
own micro -controller and remote controlling device . The

complexity of remote controllers would then be in the
ideally in 3D ) than the scroll down menu interface and large
number of buttons currently available .
As the 3D input device also has a spatial capability with

degree of tilt is negligible . When the accelerometer is 15 software interface that would be made more intuitive (and

projection of the vector g over each axis of the accelerom
eter.

When the accelerometer is oriented so both its X -axis and

the needed degrees of freedom , it is a suitable device for the

new generation of 3D monitors ( e.g., stereographic , holo
graphic and volumetric ). The 3D capability is achieved

through a limited amount of hand movements such as

rotations and translations) thatwould allow the alignment of

Y -axis are parallel to the earth ' s surface the accelerometer a feedback vector ( vectorial cursor) with the object to be
can be used as a two axis tilt sensor with a roll and a pitch 25 reached , on the monitor. Practically, the alignment is done
axis. Once the output signal from the accelerometer has been by varying the vertical and horizontal angles of the ray, in a
converted to an acceleration that varies between - 1 g and + 1
polar frame of reference . Once the alignment is achieved ,

g, the output tilt in degrees is calculated as follows:

the 3D input device can extend the ray whereby the end of

the ray could reach the object, thus enabling it for further

30 manipulation . This approach allows an optimization of

Pitch =Asice 15.)
Roll = Asin(4 )
11g

needed electronics whereby only one inertial device may be

needed for basic 3D functionality .
The 3D capability of the device would also enable a new

generation of virtual reality applications in this case a

35 haptic feedback might be added ), Industrial and military

simulations, advanced 3D computer aided design and com

In one embodiment of the present invention the 3D hand
held input device that captures the movement of a hand in
free space and controls themovement of a vectorial cursor,

puter aided manufacturing (CAD /CAM ),medicine,molecu
lar chemistry, bio -informatics , etc . For these types of appli
cations, the self-contained and wearable characteristic of the

object or character in an application on a monitor, or a 40 technology would be a strong enabling factor.

system in physical space . Thus, the device can be thought of

One particular embodiment of the invention , relying on its

as a 3D mouse, or more generally as a controller. The 3D

wearable characteristic and with applications in medicine ,

input device to be self- contained without the need for

(i - glove , e - glove). Such a glove would allow consumer,

input device uses an inertial sensor, which allows the 3D

virtual reality , military and industry is a digital glove

beacons or emitters / receivers to detect generated signals, as 45 military ,medical, and industrial users a seamless interaction

the case would be with typical acoustic , magnetic or optical

with physical and virtual displays and objects , including the

approaches. The 3D input device could also be comple

activation of virtual push buttons , knobs, and the selection ,

space and controls the movement of a cursor, a button , an
icon or any object or modifies object characteristics, on a

In gaming and simulation applications, the e - glove can
allow users the use of actual sports or military equipment to

mented by acoustic , magnetic or optical sensing technolo - activation and manipulation of icons and virtual objects ,
gies. More specifically the 3D input device can be a hand
characters of various forms and shapes or object character
held device that captures the movement of a hand in free 50 istics .
display such as an LCD , LED or Plasma monitors or TV

simulate operation in a virtual environment. For example ,

sets . The display may be remote or attached to the device .

soldiers will use their own gear in a serious gaming envi

entertainment sensors that combine a television , a computer

organs. These bodies and organs would be accurate render

The control signal can be relayed via a wired connection or 55 ronment for group training in realistic conditions. Sports
via Infrared , Bluetooth , radio - frequency communications, or players would use their own gear for virtual training and
any other wireless technology such as near field communicoaching .
cation in proximity -based applications.
In another application , the e - glove can enable real-life
Practically, the 3D input device could be used as a mouse
simulation ofmedical surgeries and other medical interven
for 3D GUIs and volumetric monitors , a controller for 3D 60 tions for surgical preparation or teaching applications . In this
games , a pointer for interactive presentations or as a remote
application , the technology may be coupled with haptic
controlling device for the upcoming personal computer
feedback allowing the users to operate on virtual bodies and

and a home theatre . The wireless transmission range of the ing from the actual patients organs, rendered through high
3D input device can depend on that of the wireless technol- 65 resolution 3D imagery of the patient 's body.
ogy used . The 3D input device can also be a wired device

connected electrically to a computing device .

I n one industrial application , the e - glove can allow the

remote control of a five - fingered robotic arm in a natural
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movements and gestures will be conveyed wirelessly or via

10
advent of 3D games controlled through movements of the
game system itself , thus starting a paradigm shift in portable
game systems.
In another embodiment, the technology could be embed

accurately and naturally controlthe movement of the robotic
arm and its individual fingers .

ment, (non - extensive list including golf clubs , tennis rac
quets , baseball bats, and/ or boxing gloves ), thus allowing

In a particular application in aviation , the e - glove can

the creation of realistic video games around sports themes .

manner. While having visual feedback from the scene of

operation , the operator will move his hand using transla tional, rotational, flexing and grasping movements . These

a wired link to the robotic arm , allowing the operator to 5 ded in game controllers that are shaped like sports equip

enable air crew with virtual typing and virtual sign capabilSimilarly , the technology could be embedded in actual sports
ity and that of annotating the real world with hand -motions 10 and tactical equipment, including wearable ones ( gloves ,
that become geo -registered icons on the displays of all air
goggles/ glasses , helmets and shoes), allowing real- life
crews and ground team members simultaneously. Techni- sports or tactical simulation in a realistic environment. For
cally, the glove could incorporate at least one accelerometer .

example , the technology could be embedded in sports and

More accelerometers may be required in the case of a

military helmets to measure the rotational and translational

be useful additions to improve tracking of the translational,

technology could be combined with at least one gyroscope

fingered robotic arm . A gyroscope and a magnetometer may 15 effect of impacts on the helmet and the athlete 's head . The

rotational, flexing and grasping movements of the hand and

and one or more impact sensors such as three sensors for

arm wearing the glove . This can allow the hand to navigate

measuring movement in orthogonal directions or measuring

within the frame of a 3D GUI activate switches and buttons

orthogonal rotations ). The sensor technology could be in the

on different planes of the virtual interface in use . At least one 20 form of accelerometers capable of sensing impacts as well as

of the glove fingers can incorporate a sensor that can control

detecting the magnitude , location and direction of the

a virtual cursor in 3D space . The finger can be able to move

impact. A temperature sensor and GPS sensor could also be

the virtual cursor to activate icons that could be rendered

included . A memory module would be included for the

with a 3D GUI. It will also enable users to type commands,
storing data and a communications module included for the
reports etc ., by a simple movement of the fingers in air or 25 transmission of the data . In a performance related sports

light tapping on a solid surface .

application , the technology embedded in a wearable form

The glove fingers may be lined with fiber optics or

can detect the translational acceleration , speed and move

Neoprene bend sensors to sense the bending of the fingers.
This would complement the sensors in the fingers allowing

ment of the athletes, allowing side - line personnel to assess
the performance and well - being status of each player in

an accurate sensing of the fingers flexion for accurate control 30 order to define the best game strategy .
of robotic arms or full - fingers typing . The tip of at least three
In tactical, as well as cycling, motorcycling , horse riding ,

fingers could incorporate infrared LEDs to be used with paragliding , parachuting and similar sports applications
requiring wearable equipment such as helmets , gloves and
the self-contained motion sensing capability of the e - glove . goggles/ glasses, the technology could be embedded in said
For typing applications, a system of texting similar to the 35 helmets, gloves, and / or goggles / glasses . The additional sen
one in mobile phones where each finger would be able to sors might include at least one gyroscope, at least one impact
selectively type different characters and numerals may be detector or accelerometers capable of detecting impact, a
implemented . A photoelectric virtual keyboard is another GPS receiver as well as sensors to monitor physiological and
option but lacks the self-contained capability of our vital signals including but not limited to temperature , EEG ,
approach . This typing application could be extended to 40 EKG , Pulse and similar physiological signals. A communi
consumer devices such as tablets enabling users with wear cations module could be included , allowing the transmission
able keyboard capability, allowing them to type like on a of rotational and translationalmovements of the helmet, the
regular keyboard , and needing only a hard surface .
related acceleration /deceleration of the head as well as the
In consumer and aviation applications, the e - glove can position of the wearer and the generated physiological and
camera -based motion -sensing technology to complement

use existing camera technology to detect the triangular 45 vital signals . Signal transmission includes wired , wireless

movement of the LEDs, allowing an accurate gesture and

and satellite communications.

e - glove may be used with the cameras that are pervasive

hobbyists or for military personnel who use unmanned

movement tracking in space . In the aviation application, the

Other applications can include a remote controller for

within the cockpits of advanced jet fighters. These cameras systems such as unmanned air vehicles (UAVs), unmanned
are used among other things to track the movements of 50 ground vehicles (UGVs), and /or unmanned water vehicles
pilot' s helmets and adjust the view of weapons cameras
(UWVs). Such unmanned systemscan use inertial measure
accordingly . The same cameras could be used with the ment unit (IMUS) that detect pitch , roll , and yaw from one
e - glove ' s infrared technology to detect the movement of the

or more sensors . The use of multiple sensors generally

gloves and pilots gestures or parts thereof (individual fin

makes the movement sensing more accurate and responsive.

gers).

55

In a related remote control application , the technology

This 3D capability can also be an enabling factor for the

would be embedded in a hard shell impervious to nature 's

game controller enabled by this 3D technology could control

unmanned systems operators to reduce training time and

characters ( including their sizes, shapes, positions , orienta

naturally control their unmanned systems. In these types of

next generation of game stations and game environments . A

elements including water, dust and sand , allowing

tions, and other characteristics such as speed and accelera - 60 applications, the controller could be complemented by a first

tion ), in a 3D space or a 2D environment, with very natural
movements.

person viewer system in the form of an attached camera to
the unmanned system relaying a field of view to the opera

In one particular embodiment, the technology could be tors via a set of goggles worn by the operator. Additional
embedded in a portable /mobile game device /system (similar linear inputs on the device can allow a real time control of
to Gameboy , PlayStation Pro , etc . ) or portable computer and 65 the mounted camera increasing the operator's field of view .
phone applications mentioned previously, adding 3D capa

Wireless communications protocols such as WiFi, Blu

bility and control through hand movements and allowing the

etooth , and Near Field Communications (NFC ) can be
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combined with other elements of the present invention for a

and microprocessor -based systems used to control personal,

variety of applications . One example is that a portable phone

industrial or medical vehicles and appliances .

with motion sensing technology could operate as a key for

The movement and control functions of the 3D Mousel

identification (ID ) to a tag controlling a mobile lock via

ments of the device held by the user. An upward or down

opening a lock in a gate or as a gate opener whereby a Controller 102 are shown as phantom lines at 103. The
rotation or tilting motion is transmitted along with the phone 5 curved lines and arrows at 103 represent possible move

NFC . In hand -held gaming consoles enabled with motion

ward tilt (pitch ) of the device would move the vectorial

and health status of athletes or the intensity of impact when
coming into contact with devices having NFC tags . Wear -

In one embodiment illustrated in FIG . 1. the 3D Mousel
Controller 102 is pointing at 3D applications 106 in 3D
graphical user interface (GUI) 105 that are displayed on a

104 in a similar fashion on the screen , while a lateral
sensing capability , NFC could enable motion -based multi cursor
(roll) in a left- right manner would move the vectorial
player games in which players would bump their game 10 tilt
cursor 104 on the screen to the left or right. Themagnitude
consoles to connect to a virtual local gaming network or of
the vectorial cursor 104 is controlled using a pair of
would need to touch various NFC tags in a road rally . control
on the device . The combination of pitch ,
Wearable motion sensing modules enabled with NFC and roll, and triggers
vector magnitude allow the user to reach any point
embedded into sports equipment such as helmets, gloves , or in 3D space using spherical coordinates with a minimal
shoes can provide information about the performance level 15 amount of physicalmovement.

able motion - sensing modules can also enable sports, train ing, or simulation environments such as two seniors walking

monitor 101. In another embodiment, the 3D Mouse /Con

or running on adjacent treadmills could be controlling 20 troller 102 could control one or more 3D graphical objects

characters running at proportional speeds in a countryside
landscape with a virtual game-based landscape rendered on

in a 3D games environment in the samemanner. A graphical
object can be a video game character or any other graphical

a display. Portable phones having motion sensing capability

symbol in a 3D environment. In that case, the physical

and NFC could be used to give or take money from a digital embodiment of the controlling device 102 could look like a
account based on specific motions of the phone such as an 25 game controller and the 3D character would be substituted
upward stroke meaning “ upload money ” and a downward
for the vectorial cursor 103. The vector magnitude derived
stroke meaning " download money ” .
from a linear input element in the Mouse /Controller 102 can
From a marketing perspective , the field seems ripe for the be used to control the size or orientation of the graphical
technology , especially technology that can be designed for object.

cost-effective manufacturing. One embodiment of the pres- 30

ent invention relies on bluetooth wireless communications

In another embodiment,the Mouse/Controller 102 is a 2D

input device working in radial coordinates . In this case, only

and RS 232 connectivity . It is also possible to have wired

one tilt angle and a minimum of one linear input are

USB connectivity and Wi-Fi (wireless ) communications or

measured in the input device 102 to provide a 2D naviga

any other enabling technology capable of being understood
by anyone skilled .
Figures that Describe Pointing Device Embodiments
FIG . 1 shows a 3D computer system at 100 . Referring to

35 embodiment, the Mouse /Controller 102 is an input device

tional device operating in radial coordinates. In yet another
with two linear input elements capable of changing a vector
magnitude in perpendicular axes. These two perpendicular

FIG . 1 , a computer is shown at 107, a computer monitor is axis in conjunction with one tilt axis can generate a position
shown 101 , and a computer keyboard is shown at 108 . A 3D
in 3D space using cylindrical coordinates .
environment 105 and a set of 3D applications 106 are shown 40 FIGS. 2A , 2B , 2C , and 2D show the detailed movement
within the monitor 101. A 3D input device or Mousel
Controller 102 interacts with the 3D environment 105 by
controlling a vectorial cursor 104 . In the example shown

of the 3D Mouse /Controller 102 and the related control of
the vectorial cursor 104 . FIG . 2A shows the initial state of
the device 102 and vectorial cursor 104 pointing on one

here, the vectorial cursor 104 is shaped like an arrow giving

application 106 . FIG . 2B shows a right rolling tilt of the

could be extensible or fixed . In the embodiment shown here,
the base of the arrow is a fixed origin of a spherical

one in FIG . 2A . FIG . 2C shows an upward tilt of the device
102 that causes the vectorial cursor 104 to move up and

the user spatial feedback of the direction and position of the 45 device 102 that causes the vectorial cursor 104 to move right
cursor. Depending on the application , the length of the arrow
and point to another application 106 to the right of the initial

coordinate system and changes in the length of the vectorial

point to another application 106 above of the initial one in

cursor 106 are controlled through a linear input element 50 FIG . 2B . FIG . 2B shows the extension function through a

comprising a pair of buttons on the input device 102,

button on the device 102 that causes the vectorial cursor 104

the monitor 101. In an alternate embodiment, the location of

on the desktop 106 above of the application one in FIG . 2C .

allowing a user to reach any point in the space depicted on

to move further inside the 3D GUI 105 and point to an icon

the base of the arrow can be controlled through the input
FIG . 2A , 2B , 2C are the actual rendering of the device
device allowing the entire arrow , or vectorial cursor 104 to 55 movements and vectorial cursor control as described in FIG .
move virtually in the 3D space , with the length of the arrow
1 . Namely , an up -down tilt of the device will move the
being either fixed or responsive to user input through the 3D
cursor in an upward or downward manner. Similarly , a
input device . A linear input element used in such an input left-right tilt of the device would move the vectorial cursor
device 102 can be any single or multiple user -responsive
to the left or the right. Finally, the vectorial cursor would
components understood by anyone skilled in the art. 60 move forward or backward through the depression of a pair
Examples of linear input elements include a pair of push
of triggers on the device itself that controls its spatial

buttons, a slide switch , a touch pad , and a scroll wheel.

extension and retraction .

system that includes an information - processing unit .

Controller with the knobs and buttons used for interaction

It should be noted that a computer system could be any

FIG . 3 shows one physical embodiment of the 3D Mouse !

Examples of computer systems include, but are not limited 65 with a 3D environment. One pair of buttons 301/302 is the
equivalent of the left and right clicks of a regular mouse .
mini-computers, mainframe computers, electronic games, They activate similar functions. A second pair of buttons
to personal digital assistants (PDAs), personal computers,
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(triggers ) 303/ 304 enables the extension and retraction of the
vectorial cursor to reach different parts of a 3D environment,
by increasing the module of the vectorial cursor. The vec torial cursor being the physical analog of a spherical vector,

ments in greater detail , the instrument (previously described
a 3D input device ) could measure performance param
eters including but not limited to general activity and
motion , speed , acceleration , distance covered , body posture

as
as

the buttons actually increase/decrease the module of the 5 or systems orientation , gait pattern , body or vehicle move

vector which is rendered on the screen by a movement of the
vectorial cursor forward or backward .
A third pair of buttons 305 /306 allows the user to change

ment and rotations . The instrument could also detect and

the field of view or “ perspective ” of a 3D scene , in order to

tion , direction and gait patterns after a fall , impact or series

measure the frequency of vibrations, falls and impacts and
any subsequent variation in performance , posture , orienta

simulate the Yaw dimension . This is done by graphically 10 of impacts or series of vibrations .

changing the field of view through a graphical transformaReferring now to the related figures, FIG . 5 gives an
tion in the interface software . The action is controlled by overview of the structure and different components of one
another pair of triggers on the device .
embodiment of a wireless wearable motion sensing system .
FIG . 4 shows a block diagram of one embodiment of the
The sensing system shown in FIG . 5 can comprise one or
3D Mouse /Controller system . The system comprises an 15 more sensor hubs 503, one or more wearable peripherals
input device (which can also be a hand -held pointing device
504, one or more beacons 505 , one or more local servers
or a 3D Mouse /Controller ) 402 and a display control unit 501 , and one or more cloud servers 502 . The sensor hub (s )
module 401. The input device includes an inertial sensor 503 and the beacon ( s) 505 can serve as wireless signal relay
( accelerometer ) 424 operable to detect an acceleration as the
units . The sensor hub 503 can comprise a sensor hub
user tilts the pointing device in at least one direction ; a 20 processing unit 532, a sensor hub memory unit 536 , a
power supply 422 (which can be a battery , AC power supply, long -range transmitter 534 , a short- range transmitter 533,
solar cell or any other source of electrical power understood

battery and power management module , and sensing com

by anyone skilled in the art), a selection unit 423 that

ponents 531 . The sensor hub can also incorporate wired

comprises a set of user input elements and circuitry to collect

the elements activity and allow the user to :

connectivity for firmware loading and battery charging (not

25 shown ). Examples of the sensor hub sensors can include, but

select a command identifier on the display the same way
a user would do with the right and left click buttons of
a 2D mouse ;
control the vectorial cursor location through a pair of
triggers that extends the magnitude of the spherical 30

radius R which is the mathematical representation of
the vectorial cursor ; and
control the field of view of a 3D application .

are not limited to impact sensor (s ), vibration sensor (s ),
acceleration sensor (s ) such as accelerometers , magnetic
sensor ( s ) such as magnetometers, gyroscope ( s ), pressure
sensor (s ) such as barometers or altimeters , temperature
sensor ( s ), humidity sensor (s ), position sensor( s ) such as

global positioning system (GPS ) modules or triangulation
sensors can use any sensing technology described in this

position sensors , and human physiology sensor ( s ). These

In one embodiment, the hand -held pointing device 402
troller and digital signal processor, a field programmable
gate array, programmable logic devices, and other related

disclosure or any sensing technology capable of being
accelerometers can be high g force accelerometers. For
purposes of this disclosure and the appended claims high g

control circuitry well understood by anyone skilled in the

force accelerometers are accelerometers configured to mea

art. The controller 421 is connected to the accelerometer

sure accelerations greater than 16 g ( 16 times the accelera

and to compute tilt angles based on the accelerometer data .

human physiologic parameters :

also includes a controller 421 based around a micro con - 35 understood by anyone skilled in the art . For example , the

424 , the selection unit 423 and the power supply 422 . The 40 tion of gravity ). The human physiology sensors can include
controller 421 is programmed to receive accelerometer data
(but are not limited to ) devices that measure the following

The controller 421 is also programmed to receive trigger
signals from the selection unit and to compute a vector

a . Blood chemistry sensors that can measure parameters
such as blood alcohol, blood amino acids , blood cal

magnitude and field of view translation in response to the 45

cium , blood carbon dioxide, blood catecholomines,

trigger signals. The circuit also manages the battery or other

blood chlorine, blood cortisol, blood creatinine, blood

system . In one embodiment, the hand held pointing device
further includes a communications module 425 that converts
computed data into communication protocols to be dis - 50

ration , blood PH , blood potassium , blood sodium con

power source 422 and optimizes power consumption for the

patched to a host computer via a wireless (or wired ) con

nection 413 .

Further referring to FIG . 4 , the display unit control

dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA ), blood electrolyte
level, blood glucose, blood hematocrit , blood hemo

globin , blood lactate concentration , blood oxygen satu

centration , and blood uric acid .

b . Blood pressure sensors which can measure parameters

such as systolic (maximum ) pressure , diastolic (mini
mum ) pressure , and pulse rate. Blood pressure can be

module 401 in one embodiment of the present invention
includes a communications module 414 to receive the ori - 55

measured by a barosensor place on the skin over an

entation data and user selection activity data transmitted
from the handheld pointing device ; and a processing unit
415 comprising a microprocessor, a digital signal processor,
memory modules and a driver that interprets communicated

MEMS (micro electro mechanical sensor ) device or an

application ) 416 ; wherein the software interface gives a
graphical rendering of dispatched and interpreted data .
4 . Wireless Motion Sensor System Embodiments and

Tarilian Laser Technologies .
c . Body position and orientation can be measured using
mechanoreceptors, which could measure mechanical

data to be viewed by a software interface ( graphical 3D 60

Figures

Elements of the embodiments previously described can be 65

incorporated into a wireless motion sensor system . Describ

ing the wireless motion sensor system and method embodi

artery . The barosensor could be implemented as a

optical sensor and can measure pressure in the blood
vessels. An example of such sensor could be the

sapphire optoelectronic blood pressure sensor made by

changes in the body using a MEMS sensor such as that

used in the HITS ( head impact telemetry system )
developed at Virginia Tech and Dartmouth College in

2002. Body position can also be measured using a GPS
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position measurement of a body part, or optical, mag

server, if needed , the availability of the sidelinebeacons 505

netic , gyroscopic , or acceleration -based sensors . These

can optimize data flow and battery endurance . For the same

sensors could be on any body part and could measure

reason , the short- range communication between the wear

relative motion of various body parts to each other.
able peripheral 504 and the sensor hub 503 optimizes the
d . Brain activity can be measured using an electroen - 5 wearable peripheral battery endurance .
cephalograph ( EEG ), which could record the electrical
The sensor hub long- range transmitter 534 can be con
potential along the scalp produced by the neurons
within the brain . EEG measurement can be done using
any EEG technology capable of being understood by
anyone skilled in the art.

figured for communication transmission and receiving)
with the local server long-range transmitter 514 and the
beacon long -range transmitter 554. The transmission tech
10 nologies for the long -range transmitters 534 , 514 , and 554

e. Eye position and movement can be measured using a

can be any wireless transmission technology capable of

video camera that records images of the user ' s eyes as
they move .

being understood by anyone skilled in the art, including , but

f. Eyelid position and movement can be measured using
a video camera that records images of the user ' s eyelids 15

as they move .

not limited to :
4a .. Bluetooth , which is a wireless technology standard for

exchanging data over distances up to 100 meters .

g . Other eye parameters can also be measured . One

Bluetooth was originally conceived as a wireless alter
native to RS - 232 data cables . It can connect several

example can be retinal scanners , such as those made by
Optos, which scan features of the back of the retina .
h . Heart function , which can include both heart rate and 20
an electrocardiogram (ECG ). The pulse can also be

designed for low -power consumption , with mostly a
short range based on low - cost transceivermicrochips in
each device . Officially , Class 3 radios have a range of

referred to as the heart rate , which is the number of

devices, overcoming problems of synchronization . It is

up to 1 meter ( 3 ft ), Class 2 , most commonly found in

times the heart beats each minute (bpm ) . Heart rate
gives a simple measure of heart function that can be

measured using a simple electrically conductive sensor 25
that measures electrical signals in the skin or changes

in blood pressure to get a pulse . One example of such
a sensor can be the Polar Electro hear rate monitor. An
electrocardiogram , also called an EKG or ECG , is a

simple , painless test that records the heart' s electrical 30
activity . An ECG , which could be implemented using
any ECG technology capable of being understood by

anyone skilled in the art.
i. Respiratory chemistry , such as expired carbon dioxide
and expired oxygen , can be measured on the face mask 35
or on the helmet using sensors made by companies such
as Philips Respironics or Analox Sensor Technology .
j. Respiratory rate can be measured on the skin surface, or

it could be measured on the mask of a helmet. It can

also be measured using piezo respiratory sensors or 40
chest and abdominal movement sensing belts , such as

those made by Gereonics.
k . Skin parameters , such as touch , vibration , position ,
and/or sense can be measured with proprioceptive
sensors placed on a skin surface, an example of which 45
might be the iSkin sensors developed by Saarland
University and Carnegie Mellon University ;
1. Galvanic skin response sensors (GSR ) can measure
characteristics such as stress , anxiety , hydration , and

mobile devices, 10 meters (33 ft ), and Class 1 , primar
ily for industrial use cases, 100 meters (300 ft). In most
practical cases, a Class 1 maximum range is 20 - 30

meters (66 - 100 feet) and a Class 2 maximum range is
5 - 10 meters (5 -30 feet). Bluetooth uses the 2 .4 - giga
hertz ISM ( industrial, scientific , medical) band that is
83 megahertz wide. Bluetooth uses frequency hopping
spread spectrum (FHSS ) and is allowed to hop between
79 different 1 megahertz wide channels in this band.
b . Zigbee , which is a low - cost, low - power, wireless mesh
network standard targeted at the wide development of
long battery life devices in wireless control and moni
toring applications. Zigbee devices have low latency ,

which further reduces average current. Zigbee can
operate in the 868 megahertz , 915 -megahertz , and
2 .4 -gigahertz bands .
c . WiFi (also written as Wi-Fi), which is a local area

wireless computer networking technology that allows
electronic devices to connect to the network , mainly

using the 2 .4 - gigahertz ( 12 cm ) UHF (ultra high fre
quency ) and 5 -gigahertz (6 cm ) SHF (super high fre
quency ) ISM (industrial, scientific, and medical) radio
bands . Among the most common current WiFi imple
mentations use the IEEE 802 . 11a , 802 . 11b , 802. 11g ,
802 .11n , and 802 . 11ac standards. The IEEE 802 . 11ah

implementation (White-Fior Super WiFi) is also highly

m . Skin temperature can be measured by skin sensors
such as those made by Maastricht Instruments . The skin

suitable for longer -range transmission at lower ( sub
1 - gigahertz ) frequencies that have less propagation
losses and allow greater distances .
d . Cellular 3G / 4G , which is third generation and fourth

The battery and power management module 535 of the

provide a data transfer rate of at least 200 kilobits per

sensor hub 503 can comprise a high endurance rechargeable 55

second . Later 3G releases , often named 3 .5G , 3 .75G ,

and enable long -range communication capability , the sensor

megabit/ second . 3G cellular supports traditional cir

electrodermal activity.

50

temperature sensor could incorporate a thermistor.

battery . For example , to optimize operation and usability ,

hub 503 can incorporate a light and compact rechargeable

battery with a minimum endurance of 3 hours and a power
management system synchronized with the processor ' s 60

operation . Except when emergency alerts are generated and

the data needs to be instantaneously forwarded to the
sideline server, long range communication to transmit the

sensing data is only activated according to a pre - set dispatch
frequency that dynamically adapts to the battery charge 65

level. Although the sensor hub 503 is technically capable of

transmitting data directly to the local server 501 or the cloud

generation cellular telecommunication technology that

and 3 . 9G , provide data transfer rates of greater than 1

cuit -switched telephony technologies . 4G cellular uses

an all-Internet Protocol (IP ) based implementation .

e . Satellite , which is wireless communication that uses
electromagnetic waves requiring line -of- sight with a

satellite . These communications are therefore
tion via satellites can relay a signal around the curve of
the earth , allowing communication between widely
separated points . Communication between ground and

obstructed by the curvature of the earth . Communica

satellites and between two satellites can be done at a
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large spectrum of wavelengths and frequencies .
Globalstar , Iridium , and Thuraya are an example of

microamps of current),wake up briefly to communicate
(when consumption rises to a peak of 22 milliamps (at
-5 dB ) during reception and 13 .5 milliamps (at – 5 dB )
during transmission and return to sleep mode . Average
current consumption for low message rates is less than
60 microamps on some devices .

satellite communications networks that could be used

for long -range communication by embodiments of the
f. Z -Wave , which is a low -power radio frequency com
present invention .

munication technology originally designed for home

d . Z -wave , as described previously .

automation optimized for reliable low - latency commu
The wearable peripheral 504 can comprise one or more
nication of small data packets with data rates up to 100
wearable peripheral sensors 541, a wearable peripheral
kilobit/ second. Z -Wave operates at 908 .42 MHz in the 10 processing unit 542 , data storage memory (not shown ), a
U . S . and Canada but uses other frequencies in other compact battery (not shown ), and the wireless peripheral
countries depending on their regulations . The sub - 1 short-range transmitter 543. The wearable peripheral sensors
gigahertz band used in the US is not subject to inter -

541 can be any one or more of the sensors previously

ference from WiFi and other wireless technologies in
described as sensor hub sensors 531 . In one embodiment, the
the 2 . 4 -GHz range such as Bluetooth or ZigBee . This 15 dimensions of the peripheral sensing instrument can be
nominally 900 MHz band is the same Part 15 unli smaller that a US quarter (i. e . less than 24 .2 millimeters in
censed ISM band spectrum band used for cordless
diameter and less than 1 . 8 millimeters in thickness. Sensing

phones . The modulation is Gaussian frequency shift
keying (FSK ). Available data rates include 9600 bits

data generated by the compact wearable peripheral sensing
unit 504 can be relayed to the central sensor hub 503 where

milliwatt or 0 dBm . As with any wireless technology,

531. The combined data can then be transmitted wirelessly

the range of transmission depends on the environment

to a local server 501 that could be at a long distance ( at least

In free space conditions, a range of up to 30 meters is

100 meters , at least 300 meters, at least 1 , 000 meters ) from

devices . The Z -Wave wireless mesh networking tech
directly or indirectly through available relays .

503 , the wearable peripheral or peripherals 503 , the beacon

the sensor hub short-range transmitter 533 for communica

transmitting data . They include , but are not limited to :
a . COAP (Constrained Application Protocol), which is a
lightweight Alternative to the HTTP (hypertext transfer
protocol) used for transmitting web pages. COAP pack

second and 40 kilobits/ second. Output power is 1 20 it is combined with data generated by the central hub sensors

possible . The through -wall range is considerably less . the sensor hub 503 .
Z -Wave is scalable , enabling control of up to 232 25 The transmission of data between the sensor hub or hubs

nology enables any node to talk to other adjacent nodes

or beacons 505 , the local server or servers 501 , and/ or the
cloud server or servers 502 can comprise the use of an
Communication between the sensor hub 503 and the
internet of things ( IoT) mode or protocol. Examples of IoT
wearable peripheral 504 can be implemented by configuring 30 protocols can be efficient communications protocols for
tion (transmission and receiving) with the wearable periph
eral short-range transmitter 543 . The transmission technolo
gies for the short-range transmitters 533 and 543 can be any
wireless transmission technology capable of being under - 35

stood by anyone skilled in the art, including, but not limited

ets are mostly based around bit mapping .

b . MQTT (Message Queue Telemetry Transport) is the

to :

a . Bluetooth Class 2 and Class 3, which are subsets ofthe
Bluetooth protocol, and mostly used with computer

peripherals and mobile devices . Bluetooth Class 3 40

IoT protocol of choice for many early adopters of IoT
applications . It was created in about 2002 and was
designed to conserve both power and memory. It is a

message queuing protocol that uses a publish / subscribe

radios have a range of up to 1 meter ( 3 feet ). Bluetooth
Class 2 radios have a range of up to 10 meters ( 30 feet) .

methodology to allow multiple clients to post messages

b . Near field communications (NFC ), which is a set of
communication protocols that enable two electronic

The IoT protocols can be implemented over any short
range or long-range transmission technology including those

zor
and receive updates from a central server
.

devices, one of which is usually a portable device such 45 describe previously . Some examples of IoT protocols and
as a smartphone, to establish communication by bring
related (short range and /or long range ) transmission tech

ing them within 4 cm (2 in ) of each other.NFC employs

nologies can include:

electromagnetic induction between two loop antennae

a . Bluetooth Low -Energy (BLE ) or Bluetooth Smart, as

when NFC devices — for example a smartphone and a

" smart poster ” _ exchange information, operating 50
within the globally available unlicensed radio fre
quency ISM industry , science , medicine ) band of
13. 56 MHz on ISO /IEC 18000 -3 air interface at data
rates ranging from 106 kilobits /second to 424 kilobits /
second .

C . ANT, which is a proprietary (but open access )multicast

55

wireless sensor network that defines a wireless com

munications protocol stack that enables hardware oper

ating in the 2 . 4 GHz ISM band to communicate by

it is now branded — which offers a similar range to
consumption .
b . ZigBee IP , the protocol used with the ZigBee commu

Bluetooth ,but designed for significantly reduced power

nication technology described previously.
c . 6LOWPAN (IPv6 over Low Power Wireless Personal
Area Networks), a protocol that can allow the trans

mission on data between devices over a WiFi (or wired )
Ethernet network using Ipv6 packets. The Thread pro
tocol can operate on 6LOWPAN .
d . Z -Wave, as described previously .

establishing standard rules for co - existence , data rep - 60

e . IoT over cellular 3G and 4G networks.

resentation , signaling, authentication , and error detec
tion . It is conceptually similar to Bluetooth low energy,
but is oriented towards usage with sensors . ANT is

f. IoT over NFC (near field communication ).
g . Sigfox is a technology thathas a range longer than WiFi
and not as long as cellular. Sigfox uses a technology

primarily incorporated into sports and fitness sensors ,
though it may additionally be used for other purposes . 65
ANT can be configured to spend long periods in a

low -power " sleep " mode (consuming of the order of

called Ultra Narrow Band (UNB ) and is only designed

to handle low data -transfer speeds of 10 to 1 ,000 bits
per second . It consumes only 50 microwatts compared

to 5000 microwatts for cellular communication , or can
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deliver a typical stand -by time 20 years with a 2 .5 amp
hour battery while this is only 0 .2 years for cellular.
h . Neul is similar in concept to Sigfox and operating in the

more beacons 505 on the sidelines . Referring now to the
local server 501 , the server 501 receives data from the
wearable peripheral sensors 541, the sensor hub sensors 531 ,

sub - 1 gigahertz band . Neul uses small slices of the TV

and /or the beacon sensors 551 through the wireless trans

white space spectrum to deliver high scalability , high 5 mission network that has previously been described . In

coverage , low power and low - cost wireless networks .

i. LoRaWAN , is similar in some respects to Sigfox and

addition to the local server long -range transmitter 514 used

for receiving this data , the local server 501 comprises a local

Neul. LoRaWAN targets wide -area network (WAN )
server processing unit 512 , a local server memory unit 513 ,
applications and is designed to provide low - power
a local server graphical user interface 511 and a local server
WANs (wide area networks ) with features specifically 10 internet connection 515 . The local server internet connection
needed to support low - costmobile secure bi- directional 515 can be used to connect the local server 501 to the
communication in IoT, M2M (machine to machine), internet, from which the services of a cloud server 502 or

smart city, and industrial applications .

other functionality available “ in the cloud ” can be accessed .

Referring further to the system shown in FIG . 5 , the
The local server graphical user interface 511 can present
system can also include one ormore beacons , shown at 505 . 15 the data generated by the sensing instruments and processed
Beacon units 505 can be positioned on the periphery of a by the analysis server in graphical format using numbers ,

playing field . The beacon or beacons 505 can be configured

graphs , bar charts or pie charts . Referring to FIG . 6 , an

to be a router, position tracking beacon , and / or an environ -

advanced form of the graphical user interface 110 on a

mental sensing hub . If direct communication between the

computer monitor 101 could present the data as a superim

sensor hub 503 and the local server 501 is not available, the 20 posed legend 113 , over a real- time video feed of the game

beacons 505 can receive data from the sensor hub 503 via

that includes images of sports players 112 . A post -game

one of the long -range protocols discussed previously , from
which the data could be forwarded to the local server 501 ,
for potential onward transmission to the cloud server 502 . n

alternative could present the data via an avatar of the players
in a video - gaming environment with the movements and
position of the players controlled by the data generated by

another network topology, a beacon 505 could receive 25 the sensing instruments and beacons position tracking func

signals directly from a wearable peripheral 504 , if the

wearable peripheral short -range transmitter 504 is using the

same transmission protocol as the beacon long -range trans -

tions. This could be useful in a realistic implementation of

fantasy football environment where the field -generated data

mitter 554 .

would control the fantasy football characters . To add real
ism , the environmental parameters and crowds cheers could

553 that is located in the beacon can move data directly to
the cloud server 502 using an internet protocol over the

of the game.
Further referring to FIG . 5 , in one embodiment, the cloud

cellular network . This can be useful if the local server 501

server 502 is a server in a “ cloud farm ” that has been

is not available . Similarly , the wearable peripheral(s ) 504 ,

configured to talk to the internet through an internet con

In yet another network topology, the cellular data modem 30 be integrated in the post -game video -gaming re -enactment

sensor hub ( s ) 503 , or local server ( s ) 501 could have cellular 35 nection 524 . The cloud server 502 further comprises a web

data modems that communicate with each other or with the

server 521 that can access a database 523 . The cloud server

beacon (s ) 505 . More broadly , such communications
between any of these system elements ( local server(s ) 501 ,
cloud server (s ) 502 , sensor hub (s ) 503 , wearable

also includes a web browser interface 522 that and interact
with the local server 501 by configuring HTML (hypertext
markup language ) pages to be sent via the hypertext transfer

peripheral (s ), and beacons(s) 505 ) could use any of the 40 protocol (http ) through the server internet connection 524 to

long- range transmission , short-range transmission , and /or
IoT transmission technologies described in this disclosure or
any other wireless technologies or protocols capable of

the local server internet connection 515 to be displayed
using a graphical user interface 511 .
In one embodiment of the present invention , we can use
being understood by anyone skilled in the art.
a 9 -axis IMU ( inertial measurement unit) that can measure
Typical beacon sensors 551 can include sensors that 45 three axes of accelerometer rotation input, three axes of
measure environmental parameters such as barometric pres accelerometer linear displacement input, three axes of gyro
sure , temperature , humidity , altitude , and position . The
scope rotational input, and three axes of magnetometer
beacon or beacons 505 can also help improve the accuracy measurement of angles relative to the earth ' s magnetic field .
to which players are tracked when GPS technology is
In this particular embodiment, we can use a MEMS IMU
unavailable . The position tracking capability of the beacons 50 component developed by Invensense , the 9250 IMU . Any

could be complemented by the dead reckoning capability of
the sensing instruments . The beacon or beacons can also

similar IMU including a combination of individual acceler
ometers , gyroscopes and magnetometers could be used . The

comprise a microphone sensor , and this microphone sensor

9250 IMU is a miniature , self - contained , low - power , com

could be responsive to sounds from the field or sounds from

plete 9 -axis IMU with a digital output, all on a single

the audience , such as the volume of cheers from the spec - 55 monolithic IC . The 9250 IMU can measure dynamic accel
tators at a sporting event . The beacon or beacons 505 can
e ration (e . g ., vibration ) and static acceleration (e . g ., gravity ),

comprise a beacon battery and power management module

angular acceleration and angles with respect to the magnetic

555 with functionality similar to the sensor hub battery and

pole . For the detection of impacts we can use a high G

power management module 535 described previously . The
accelerometer with the capability to measure a maximum
beacon or beacons 505 can comprise a beacon memory 60 acceleration of 400 Gs, can be used . In this particular
module 556 with functionality similar to the sensor hub

embodiment,

battery and power managementmodule 535 described pre viously .
In one embodiment, the local server 501 is a laptop

H3LIS331DLTR accelerometer with selective high accel

we

are

using

STMicroelectronics

which one or more athletes are outfitted with a sensor hub
503 and one or more wearable peripherals 504 , with one or

the sensors hub . In one embodiment, we can use a Texas
Instruments ’ ‘Low Energy Bluetooth IC SOC 2 . 4 GHZ

eration ranges of 100 G , 200 G and 400 G .
Low energy Bluetooth technology can be used for com
computer located on the sidelines of a sporting event in 65 munication between the peripheral sensing instrument and
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BLUETOOTH (CC2541F128RHAT) chip with basic micro

controller functionality allowing basic processing functions
to take place at the peripheral sensors level, prior to for
warding the generated data to the sensors hub .

Long -range communication between the sensors hub and 5

the beacons or the local server could also rely on Class 1

Bluetooth technology, WiFi technology or any similar tech
nology . In one embodiment, we can use a Microchip SOC

2 .4 GHZ BLUETOOTH 40VQFN chip (RN41 -1/RM ).

An ARM -based microcontroller can be used for low - 10
power high throughput processing. The controller in one
embodiment of the present invention is a Texas Instruments

22
c . A graphical rendering of the parameters (bar chart)
could be available, which would make the data easier
to evaluate .

d . The coaching could view the performance parameters
of their players relative to that of the opponents ' team
allowing them to optimize game tactics .
e . The coaching team could have a real-time view of a
team 's average performance . This would help optimize
game strategies ( offensive versus defensive).
f. The coaching team could receive real- time alerts for

players sustaining impacts.

g . The accumulation impacts of lower magnitude could

model MSP432P401R with 256 KB of flash memory and 64
KB RAM . This controller comes from the Texas Instruments

trigger alerts.
Embodiments of the present invention could provide

The MSP432P401x family features the ARM Cortex -M4

a . Post-games, seasonal performance of team could help
optimize the drafting process by providing accurate

32-bit MF4ARM Cortex processor family . It is an ultra -low - 15 post- game information of the team ' s performance and injury
power, high -performance mixed signals micro -controller. level. More specifically :

processor in a wide configuration of device options includ

ing a rich set of analog , timing , and communication periph

data for needed players with specific performance

scenarios where both efficient data processing and enhanced

b . Post- game, the overall effect of impacts on team (and

erals , thereby catering to a large number of application 20
low -power operation are paramount

Power for the peripheral sensing hubs can be provided by

parameters .

individuals ) could assist in establishing future player's

lineup and game strategies.

a CR2032 coin cell battery. The sensors hub can use a
rechargeable LI/Polymer battery such as a 3 .7V 120 milli- 25

c . Post- game average parameters could be compared to
benchmark parameters and scoring .

amp-hour battery from Tenergy . Any compact, high endur

The data collection server can coordinate the reception of

ance and rechargeable alternative battery could be used for data generated by the sensing instruments whether sent
either application .
directly or through the beacons system . The data collection
FIG . 7 shows how the sensor hub 503 and the wearable server can then store the received data in its database and
peripheral 504 that were shown in FIG . 5 can be used in a 30 make it available for processing by the analysis server. The
sports application , such as American football . Referring to
analysis server receives the data generated by the peripheral

FIG . 7 the sensor hub 503 can be worn on the trunk of a

football player. The sensor hub 503 can receive data from
one or more of the peripheral sensing instruments (i.e .

and main sensing units from the data collection server , and

runs the different algorithms to generate the impact and
performance information that will be presented in the form

wearable peripherals ) 504 on the arm , the leg and the helmet 35 of tables , graphs or charts in the graphical user interface . The

of the player. Data collected by the sensor hub 503 can be
transmitted to one or more sideline beacons , shown at 505 .
The beacon (s ) 505 can forward the generated data to the
local server (501 in FIG . 5 ), which can transmit data on to

analysis server further combines the data from the sensing
instruments with stored data from subjective questionnaire
sources and quantitative assessments to generate risk factor
information . The generated information can be viewed

similar capability worn sensor hub 504 could also be located
inside the football. The data generated by the sensing unit

piled in the reporting module in spreadsheet format.
Examples of the generated information can include, but is

506 could also be sent to the sideline beacon 505 , and be

not limited to :

the cloud server (502 in FIG . 5 ). A sensing unit 506 with 40 graphically through the graphical user interface and com
forwarded to the local server 501 in FIG . 5 and /or the cloud
server 502 in FIG . 5 .
45

a . Impact parameters such as magnitude, location , direc
tion , frequency and induced linear and rotational accel

erations;

FIG . 8 shows another embodiment of the local server 501
that was shown in FIG . 5 . The local server processor, 512 in
FIG . 5 , comprises two different functions, a data collection
server 519 and a data analysis server 518 . Both of these two
servers 519 and 518 are connected to a local server database 50
513 that stores the data generated by the sensor hub ( s ), 503
in FIG . 5 , the wearable peripheral(s ), 504 in FIG . 5 , and the
beacon (s), 505 in FIG . 5 . The database 513 is also connected

b . Performance parameters such as averages, accelera
tions, maximum accelerations , average speeds, maxi
mum speeds , playfield coverage , penetration ratios ,
scoring ratios, scoring speeds, and scoring accelera
tions;
c . Risk factors that quantify the likelihood of a player
having a mild traumatic brain injury or concussion in

available to users through a GUI ( graphical user interface ) 55
511 .

d . Performance indicators that give information about the

to a reporting module 516 and with the information made

subsequent games ;

the coaching team to have a real-time feedback for the

overall performance level of players as compared to
their benchmark performance ; and
e . Neuromotor parameters (including, but not limited to
gait pattern and nystagmus) that give an indication of

a . The coaching team could view absolute performance
parameters such as speeds and accelerations 113 . These

The reporting server compiles impact, performance and
risk factor information for individual players on the team

relative to the player ' s benchmarks established during

marks to generate a risk factor and a performance indicator
for the whole team .

Referring to FIG . 6 , a real-time video stream with the
biomechanics /performance parameters overlap can allow
performance and injury level of players . More specifically : 60

the coordination ability of a player.

parameters could be available instantaneously and /or as and makes it available in a spreadsheet or database format,
an average over the game.
such as a . csv , a .xls, or an xlxs file format. The reporting
b . The coaching team could view performance parameters 65 server could later run an algorithm with pre-selected bench
training.
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A smart device is an electronic device , generally con -

of the local servers for the different teams, allowing them to

nected to other devices or networks via different protocols
such as Bluetooth , NFC , WiFi, 3G , etc ., that can operate to

have a more precise monitoring of their player ' s safety .
The overall process of extracting insights from big data

some extent interactively and autonomously . Smart devices

can be broken down into the following five stages :

include a tablet , a smartphone, a smart watch , see -through 5

glasses , or virtual reality goggles. Smart devices can be
defined as portable or wearable devices that integrate a

a . Data acquisition and recording ;

b . Data extraction , cleaning and annotation ;
c . Data integration , aggregation , and representation ;

processing module and interactive graphical user interface .

d . Data modeling and analysis ; and

Smart devices can have short- range communication capa -

e . Data interpretation

bility or long - range communication capability as described 10

previously . In one embodiment, smart devices receive data

The above five stages form the two main sub - processes.

( 1 ) data management, which encompasses the first three

from the local server, the cloud server, and /or directly from
the sensing units , if in close proximity . Smart devices can
allow a person to view sensing data generated by the sensing

stages; and (2 ) analytics, which encompasses the last two
stages. Data management involves processes and supporting

FIG . 9 illustrates more detail about the cloud server (or
cloud server) 502 that shown as part of FIG . 5 . Referring to
FIG . 9, the cloud server 502 receives the data generated by

analyze and acquire intelligence from the big data sets .
FIG . 10 illustrates someof the key steps of the processing
that can occur in the wearable peripheral that was shown in

technologies to acquire and store data and to prepare and

units and reporting data generated by the reporting module 15 retrieve it for analysis. Analytics , on the other hand , refers
in real -time.
to techniques such as the ones mentioned earlier used to
the sensor hub ( s ), 503 in FIG . 5 , the wearable peripheral( s ) , 20 FIG . 5 . The process begins by establishing a system similar

504 in FIG . 5 , and the beacon ( s ), 505 in FIG . 5 through the
internet connection 524 . This data can be stored in the cloud
server database (cloud database ) 523 . The data can be
viewed through a graphical user interface (GUI) 527 that

to that which was shown with reference to FIG . 5 , including
establishing wearable peripheral sensors , step 601, of the
type described with reference to FIG . 5 . Reference values
for the outputs of those sensors should also be established ,

could reside on a workstation computer or a laptop . It could 25 a step shown at 602 . After establishing reference values , the

also be viewed through smart device interface 528 by a
portable device such as a tablet, a smartphone , and /or a

different sensors in the unit measure their respective param
eters 603 , such as orientation , acceleration , impact, vibra

wearable device such as a watch , smart glasses, or smart

tion , physiologic , or environmental, etc . Because embodi

goggles. The web server, 521 in FIG . 5 , can perform a

ments of the present invention can use wearable peripherals

variety of functions, including acting as a cloud data col- 30 that can go into a sleep mode to reduce power consumption ,

lection server, as shown at 526 , and an analysis engine , as

shown at 525 . The cloud database 523 can be used to
information generated by the algorithms residing on the

analysis engine 525 .

and these same embodiments must be able to wake up when

receiving a sensor input that is outside the boundaries of a
reference value, the system can be configured so that the
measured parameters 603 are compared to the reference

The cloud data server receives the information generated 35 values 602 on a continuous basis and the measurement of a
by the local server (or servers ) of the different teams using
parameter outside a reference value can trigger the wearable
the system , stores the data in the cloud database , and
performs the needed data management steps in order to

peripheral to wake up , process the data , potentially trigger
an alarm 608 and transmit the alarm signal to another device

make the data available for analysis by the cloud analysis

such as the sensor hub 612 , before going back to sleep to

server. In specific circumstances , the cloud data server could 40 conserve electrical power.

receive directly from the beacons or wearable sensors, using

When the wearable peripheral is awake, the output of the

IoT communications protocols .
The cloud analysis server compiles the information sent

parameter measurement step 603 (i.e. the measured data ) is

processed by a fusion algorithm 604 (such as a Kalman

by the different local servers and performs big data predic

algorithm , shown in FIG . 15A and FIG . 15B , or a Madgwick

tive analysis using data analysis techniques such as data 45 algorithm , shown in FIG . 16 ) to calculate the needed per

mining, machine learning, or deep learning. These data

formance values 605 , in order to generate risk factor values

analysis techniques can be based on algorithms that attempt
to model high - level abstractions in data by using multiple

606 when compared with reference values . The generated
data from the steps describe so far can be stored in the

processing layers , with complex structures or otherwise ,

internal memory of the wearable peripheral. If the data falls

composed of multiple non - linear transformations. These 50 outside the safety ranges in the step shown at 607 , and alarm

algorithms seek to make better representations and create
models to learn these representations from large -scale unla beled data . This massive data processing approach can

can be triggered 608 and the data is immediately transmitted
to sensor hub 612 . If the data is within the safety range , the
data can be transmitted according to a pre -established peri

enable “ insight extraction” and the acquisition of intelli

odical schedule 611 , in order to optimize battery endurance .

given impact or series of impacts (magnitude, frequency,
location and direction ), but also with the specific demographic and physiological profile of the players being

server.
FIG . 11 illustrates the processing that occurs in the sensor
hub that was shown in FIG . 5 . In comparing FIG . 11 with

gence related to the correlation of concussions and traumatic 55 All process steps can be coordinated by a real time clock
brain injury occurrences not only with the parameters of a
synchronized with the clock on the main hub and local
affected , as well as the prevailing environmental parameters 60 FIG . 10 , one can see that the steps of establishing the
( temperature , altitude , barometric pressure and humidity ) at

sensor ( s ) 601, establishing reference value (s ) 602 , measur

the time of impact . The end objective will allow the gen -

ing the parameter (s ) 603, filtering the sensor signal( s ) 604 ,

eration of personalized impact thresholds, frequency ranges calculating performance value (s ) 605 , and calculating risk
factor (s ) are the same for the sensor hub in FIG . 11 as the
physiological profiles of players and the different environ - 65 equivalent steps that were described for the wearable periph
mental circumstances under which they could play. These
eral in FIG . 10 . As was described with reference to FIG . 5 ,
personalized parameters would in turn update the databases a sensor hub can be configured to receive data from one or
and risk factors mapped to the various demographic and
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more wearable peripherals. Thus , FIG . 11 shows that the

sensor hub 's process can include the step of establishing

communication with one or more wearable peripherals 621
and receiving signals from these wearable peripherals 622 .

26
terminal(s ) and /or smart device(s ) 49 after establishing
the wearable peripheral( s ) 46 , and acquiring data from local

communication with these terminal( s ) and /or devices 642 .
The local server can establish a local server database 641 to

Data from the wearable peripheral( s ), data from the sensors 5 help store and analyze data 650 .

of the sensor hub , and reference value data , can be stored in

the sensor hub 's internalmemory and analyzed to determine
if there are any values out of range, a step shown at 623 . If ,

FIG . 14 illustrates the processing that occurs in the cloud

server or servers shown in FIG . 5 . Referring to FIG . 14 the
primary functions of the cloud server can comprise storing

when comparing this data with pre -established safety
and analyzing data 670 , transmitting data to the local server
ranges , any of the data falls outside the safety ranges, an 10 671 , and presenting data on a cloud terminal, terminals ,
alarm can be triggered 624 and the data can be instanta smart device , and/ or smart devices 672 . These primary

neously transmitted 625 to the local server, the cloud server,

functions can be accomplished by acquiring data from the

or a smart device (as described with reference to FIG . 8 ),

local server 667 after establishing communication with the

when available . If the data is within the safety range, it can

local server 663 , acquiring field data 668 after establishing

be transmitted according to a pre - established periodical 15 communication with the beacon ( s ) 664 , the sensor hub ( s )
schedule 626 , to optimize battery endurance . All process
665 , and / or the wearable peripheral ( s ) 666 , and acquiring

steps can be coordinated by a real time clock synchronized

with the clock on the main hub and local server .
FIG . 12 illustrates the processing that occurs in the beacon

data from cloud terminal(s ) and /or smart device (s ) 669 after

establishing communication with these terminal(s ) and /or
devices 662. The cloud server can establish a cloud server

or beacons shown in FIG . 5 . The beacon or beacons can 20 database 661 to help store and analyze data 670 .

serve as network relays to provide a communication link

between the sensor hub or hubs, the local server or servers ,

FIG . 15A shows the main elements of a generalized

Kalman filter. A Kalman filter is a linear, unbiased , and

and between beacons. In some embodiments , the beacon or

minimum error variance recursive algorithm that optimally

beacons can also provide a communication link to one or

estimates the unknown state of a linear dynamic system

more wearable peripherals, or to a cloud server of the type 25 from noisy data taken at discrete real -time intervals . Refer

described in other parts of this disclosure . Thus , the process
ring to FIG . 15A , the actual measurement Xi is compared
steps performed by the beacon or beacons can comprise with the predicted measurement from the prediction model
establishing communication with the local server or servers
706 , a step shown at 701. The measured difference between
632 , establishing communication with another beacon or actual measurement Xi and the output from the prediction
beacons 633 , establishing communication with the sensor 30 model 706 is called residual or innovation Ri. This residual
hub or hubs 634 , and establishing communication with the Ri is multiplied by a Kalman filter gain in the step labeled

wearable peripheral or peripherals 635 . Furthermore , as was

702 . Step 702 can comprise a matrix multiplication. In the

shown in FIG . 5 , the sensor beacon or beacon ' s can also

step labeled 703 the output of the Kalman gain computation

comprise environmental sensors. Thus, referring to FIG . 12

is added to the system model output based on the previous

processing in the sensor beacon or beacons can comprise the 35 estimate , a value shown as Sili + 1 . The result of the addition

steps of establishing communication with environmental

sensor (s ) 631 , establishing communication with local
server (s ) 632 , establishing communication with other bea

cons 633 , establishing communication with sensor hub (s )

in step 703 is a new state estimate Si. The new state estimate

Si is updated at discrete time intervals based on the length
of the time interval delay 704. After this timedelay , the most

recent state estimate becomes Si - 1, and is called the previ

634 , and establishing communication with wearable periph - 40 ous state estimate . The previous state estimate Si - 1 is then

eral( s ) 635 . Once communication has been established with

fed through a system model 705 which results in a system

the environmental sensors 631 , environmental parameters
can be measured 636 . These measured environmental

model output based on the previous state estimate Si?i - 1 .
This system model transformation 705 can comprise a

parameters can be filtered using the same processes that

matrix multiplication. The system model output based on the

were described for the wearable peripheral( s ) in FIG . 10 . 45 previous estimate Sili - 1 serves as the input for a prediction

Filtered environmental sensor parameters in the beacons can

model transformation , shown at 706 . The prediction model

be used to calculate performance values and risk factors in
the same way as was described for the wearable

transformation 706 can also comprise a matrix multiplica
tion . When using a Kalman filter for generating position and

peripheral(s ) in FIG . 10 . As shown in FIG . 10 , data from the

orientation information , coordinate transformations per

environmental sensor( s ) can be combined with data from the 50 formed in the Kalman filter gain calculation 702 , the system

sensor hub ( s ) and data from the wearable peripheral( s ) to

model transformation 705 , and the prediction model trans

beacon ( s ), from the environmental sensor( s ), from the sen -

transformations described previously in the pointer embodi

sor hub (s ), from the wearable peripheral(s ), and from the

ments or through the use of quaternions , as willbe described

determine a player 's position 637 . Data from other

formation 706 , can be performed using the Euler angle

determination of the player 's position can be collected , 55 later in this disclosure .

stored, and organized 638 . The results from this step can be

transmitted to the local server 639 .
FIG . 13 illustrates the processing that occurs in the local
server or servers shown in FIG . 5 . Referring to FIG . 13 the

FIG . 15B shows the main elements of an extended Kal

man filter configured for use in an inertial measurement unit
(IMU ) . In FIG . 15B , there are three signals that come from
a gyroscope 711 and used to estimate state 714 , using a

primary functions of the local server can comprise storing 60 Kalman filter implementation similar to the generalized
and analyzing data 650 , transmitting data to the cloud server
Kalman filter shown in FIG . 15A . These three signals are

651, and presenting data on a local terminal, terminals, smart
device , and /or smart devices 652 . These primary functions
can be accomplished by acquiring data from the cloud server

labeled wx , wy, and wz in FIG . 15B and represent the rate
of change of rotation of the gyroscope about three mutually
perpendicular ( x , y , and z axes ) in a Cartesian reference

647 after establishing communication with the cloud server 65 frame. The result of this first Kalman filter to estimate state

643, acquiring field data 648 after establishing communica -

714 , is a first state estimate Sil . This first state estimate Sil

tion with the beacon (s ) 644 , the sensor hub (s ) 645 , and /or

can be combined with accelerometer orientation signals ax ,
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ay , and az from the accelerometer 712 . These three accel-

yaw orientation does require an extra algebraic transforma

erometer orientation signals ax, ay, and az are rotation
signals about the same three perpendicular axes as for the

tion that is not needed when using Euler angles .
Quaternions get around the “ gimbal lock ” problem by

gyroscope . Combining ax , ay, and az with Sil in the second over defining an attitude representation through the addition
Kalman filter, shown at 715 , results in a second state 5 of an additional degree not included when calculating Euler
transformations. Like Euler angles, quaternions are based on
estimate ?i2 , in which pitch and/or roll have been corrected . Euler
that: “ A rigid body or coordinate reference
This second state estimate Si2 can be combined with mag frame'scanconcept
be
brought
from an arbitrary initial orientation to
netometer orientation signals mx, my, and mz from the an arbitrary final orientation
a single rigid body rotation
magnetometer 713 . These three magnetometer orientation 10 through a principal angle o byabout
principal axis , the
signals mx, my, and mz are rotation signals about the same principal axis is a judicious axis fixed the
in
both
initial and final
three perpendicular axes as for the gyroscope and the orientation .” This principle means that any arbitrary
orien
accelerometer. Combining mx,my, and mz with Si2 in the tation could be represented with just a unit vector and
an
third Kalman filter, shown at 716 , results in an output state

where the unit vector (r ) defines the direction of
estimate ?i, in which yaw has also been corrected . Thele 15 angle
rotation
and the angle ( 74 ) being the amount of rotation
resulting orientation state estimation can be made signifi

cantly more accurate using this extended Kalman filter and
three different orientation signal inputs 711 , 712 , and 713,

than a Kalman filter using only one input, as was illustrated

in FIG . 15A .
FIG . 16 shows the main elements of a Madgwick filter
used for an IMU . Referring to FIG . 16 the Madgwick filter

about the direction ' s axis to reach a final attitude from an
initial
quatern approach is based upon this
initial one
one.. The
The quaternion
principle and can be derived from the principal axis (r ) and

principal angle (0 ). A quaternion is a 4 -dimensional hyper
20 complex number. The three complex parts , denoted as I, j,

also uses orientation inputs from a gyroscope 711 , a mag
netometer 713 , and an accelerometer 712 to generate the

and k are interrelated by the following equations :
i2 =j2 = k2= 1

output state estimate Si. The Madgwick filter calculates the 25

ij= k = ji

mated orientation rates. The orientation output Si is com

jk = i= kj

the gyroscope 711 . The magnitude of the gyroscope mea

ki= j= ik

orientation output Si by numerically integrating the esti

puted based on the rate of change of orientation measured by

surement error is removed in the direction of the estimated 30
While different papers on the subject use different order
error. This estimated error is computed from accelerometer
ing
of the terms, all quaternions fundamentally represent the
measurements 712 and magnetometer measurements 713

using the equations shown in FIG . 16 .

Many Madgwick and Kalman filters use quaternions for
coordinate transformations, instead of the Euler angle trans - 35

same thing. Hence, a quaternion could be used to represent

the orientation of a rigid body or coordinate frame in

three -dimensional space where an arbitrary rotation of a give

frame B relative to a given frame A can be achieved through
a rotation (1 ) around an axis (r ) defined in frame A . We can
angle representation is sometimes called a 3 - 2 - 1 -rotation use
Madgwick 's representation of the quaternion coordinate
sequence of yaw (or heading ), pitch , and roll . A quaternion
in embodiments of the sensor signal filter
is an abstract means for representing a change or reference transformations
steps
shown
in
FIG
. 9 and FIG . 10 . The following equation
frames as a four- dimensional vector to describe a three - 40 describes a quaternion
- based transformation where B4?
dimensional change in orientation (or attitude). Although the command
here
is
a
quaternion
representing the coordinate
Euler angle representations of attitude, is quite intuitive as a
three -dimensional vector representing a three- dimensional transformation and B4q is defined by the following equation :
attitude, it suffers from an inherent problem with its attitude
formations described earlier in this disclosure . The Euler

representation . There are two attitudes ( 90 degrees and 270 45
A
A
A
degrees ) where a singularity occurs in which case the yaw
and the roll would perform the same operations . This
" gimbal lock ” issue could be quite problematic in the control
of a body when dealing with angles close to the singularity
Where :
points . A quaternion attitude representation can be used to 50 q . is the scalar component of the quaternion and 91, 92 ,

&q=[ 90 91 92 93]= |cosa - >sing, -rysing -- sing ]

provide a full description of an orientation without the need
for handling the Euler angle singularities computationally .
There are several other advantages to using a quaternion

attitude representation over Euler angles . One of these
advantages is that the use of quaternions is that no trigono - 55

metric functions need to be solved , as is the case when using
Euler angles. Trigonometric functions are computationally
expensive to solve and can slow down the control look .

Small angle approximations can be used for orientation
changes of less than 5 degrees, but this can create other 60

issues. Quaternions require a single trigonometric calcula
tion only when a non -zero yaw angle is included in the

orientations . Otherwise , quaternion calculations are solely
algebraic and computationally inexpensive . It is also simpler

and qz represent the vector components of the quater
nion . Note that quaternions can be written as a vector
with 4 - scalar components (qo , q? , 92, and 93 ), with

components 91, 92, and qz corresponding to the distance
along the quaternion basis vectors of i, j, and k . The go
component is considered the scalar part of the quater
nion and q.1, 42, and q3 together form the vector part.
Hence , another representation of the quaternion in the
complex domain B4m = + q ;i + q2j + q3k
r is the axis of rotation in frame A and rr , r,,, and r , are the

axis components also the x , y and z axes

is the angle of rotation around the axis r

It is often useful to represent a quaternion rotation with an
orthogonal matrix that, when post-multiplied by a column

to smoothly interpolate between two orientations when 65 vector representing a point ins pace, results in the point

using quaternions rather than Euler angles. However, con verting a quaternion orientation into a usable pitch , roll, and

rotated by the quaternion . This orthogonal matrix R is shown
in the following equation :
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(UAVs), unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs), and remotely

29. – 1 + 291 2(9192 + 9093) 2(9193 – 9092 ) ]

ÁR = 2(9192 – 9093) 296 – 1 + 2qž 2(9293 + 9091)
2( q143 + 4042) 23 43 - 4041) 24 - 1 + 2 )
It is also useful to represent the Euler angles as a function

of the quaternions. In an Euler angle representation of a

operated vehicles (ROVs ), such as those that will be shown

in FIG . 20 , FIG . 21, FIG . 22A , and FIG . 22B . Looking at
FIG . 19 in combination with FIG . 20 and FIG . 21 , the

5 operator 570 controls a multi- axis manipulator 580 or a

robotics vehicle ( unmanned ground vehicle ) 590 through a
motion -sensing controller similar to a game controller . The
operator 570 can control a robot arm on the multi -axis

manipulator 580 or a robotics vehicle 590 by using a smart
transformation the ZYX Euler angles 0 , 0 , and y , describe 10 glove 563. smart rings 564 smart bracelet 562. and /or smart

the orientation of frame B achieved by the sequential
rotations from alignment with frame A , of w around the Z

band 61 , alone or together . Visual feedback can be provided

through the virtual reality goggles 571 or see - through
glasses that could receive video feed from the robot' s
camera and from a camera on the robot' s arm or on the arm
be calculated by the following equations using the 40 , 41, 42, 15 of the multi - axis manipulator. The operator 's head could be

axis of Frame B , 0 around the Y axis of Frame B , and Q
around the X axis of Frame B . Hence , the Euler angles can

and q , components of the 4 transformation quaternion :

enabled with motion - sensing controller that allows the

operator to control the movements of the robot's camera or

0 = atan2(2(9293 – 9091), 29. - 1 + 2qž )

0 = -arctan? __ 219193 + 9092)

– (29193 + 29092)2
V = atan2(2(9192 – 9093), 2q . – 1 + 2q1 )

the unmanned system ' s camera payload. The system ' s
operation and communication can be controlled by a wear

20 able computer 572 powered by a backpack battery . The
system ' s communications capability is enabled by a wear
able backpack long-range communications system 573.

Further referring to the multi -axis remote manipulator

(multi -axis robotic arm ) 580 of FIG . 20 in conjunction with

25 FIG . 19 , the wearable smart glove 563 and wearable smart

FIG . 17 shows that the wearable peripheral(s ) and / or
wearable hub (s ) can also be worn by domestic pets , such as
a dog 801 and a cat 802, as well as large farm animals, such
as a cow 803 in a free roaming or contained environment to

rings 564 can allow a natural control of the arm holding
band 561 and bracelet 562 could allow the operator to
extremity (claw ) 581, by controlling X1 and X2 . The arm

control the remaining articulations of the arm by controlling

allow the monitoring of these animals . As with the sports 30 the rotations of X3 and X4.

application a sensor hub or hubs and /or a beacon or beacons
505 collect data from one or more wearable peripherals 504
on the same animal. This diagram also illustrates that the

Further referring to the unmanned ground vehicle 590 of
FIG . 21 in conjunction with FIG . 19 , the unmanned ground
vehicle (UGV ) 590 could be controlled by the operator 570

wearable peripheral 504 does not necessarily need to be

using a wearable ground station and associated wearable

worn by a person . It could also be worn by an animal. The 35 smart glove 563 , wearable smart rings 564 , wearable smart
wearable peripheral could also be worn by a device , such as
band 561, and / or wearable smart bracelet 562 , singly or in

an unmanned vehicle , as will be shown with reference to
FIG . 20 , FIG . 21, FIG . 22A , FIG . 22B , and FIG . 22C . The
data can be communicated to a local server and /or a cloud

combination . For example , the operator 570 could control
the movements of the vehicle 590 in a natural way by
moving a 3D motion- sensing controller 565 like a steering

could be used to provide Global Positioning System (GPS)

The operator 's head and trunk movements control the direc

server using the transmission technologies such as cellular 40 wheel. Visual feedback beyond line -of-sight or in crowded /
relay 507 and satellite relay 508 communication discussed in
hazardous environment can be provided through virtual
other parts of this disclosure . Alternatively , the satellites 508
reality goggles 571 with video feed from the main camera .

information to sensors in the wearable peripherals 504 or
tion and inclination of the vehicles main camera (H1, H2, H3
other parts of the system . Embodiments such as those shown 45 H4 ). The operator wearing a smart glove 563 , smart rings
in FIG . 17 can enable the monitoring of animal activity ,
564 , and /or smart bands, 561 and / or 562 , can control the

eating patterns, sleeping patterns, temperature and any

abnormal behavior for the real- time detection of any health
problem . Temperature monitoring could also be used for

robotic arm 580 in FIG . 21, of the vehicle 590 with natural

movements of the operator ' s arm , wrist and fingers. Visual
feedback is provided through the virtual reality goggles 571

precise estrus period detection for a high insemination 50 from a camera on the robotic arm 580 .
FIG . 22A illustrates an unmanned aerial quadcopter and
success rate .

FIG . 18 shows an application of the system and method

FIG . 22B illustrates an unmanned airplane . In the applica

for robotics control. More specifically this application

tions shown in FIG . 22A and FIG . 22B , a matrix of “ wear

allows the remote control of a robotic arm by natural able peripherals 504 are affixed on or embedded into the
movements of the arm and hand . FIG . 18 shows examples of 55 different components of the UAV ( unmanned aerial vehicle )
wearable peripherals including a wearable peripheral smart

airframe. These sensing instruments can send generated data

band 561 and a wearable peripheral smart bracelet 562 on

to one or more sensing hubs or beacons also residing in the

different positions of the arm . The position of the bands with
sensors is mapped to the articulated components of the

aircraft that are enabled with long -range communications
capability to act as relays . This relay or relays can commu

robotic arm . A wearable peripheral smart glove 563 can be 60 nicate the sensed data to a local server or a cloud server that

combined with wearable peripheral smart rings 564 to
control the actual robotic arm extremity. Haptic feedback
can be provided through mechanical, piezoelectric , or pneu

could be airborne in another aircraft or ground based . The
local or cloud server can stores the data in a database and can
generate the required analysis on any of the parameters
matic actuators in the glove .
described in other parts of this disclosure and parameters
FIG . 19 shows an application of the system and method 65 related to the accurate operation , performance and structural
for as a wearable control station for Robotics control includ -

integrity of the aircraft . One of the main sensing instruments

ing unmanned systems such as unmanned aerial vehicles

could be part of the navigation control system of the UAV
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and would further provide directional and positional infor
Referring to a third specific application , the sensor data
mation to the navigation and control CPU .
could be used to detect normal and /or abnormal activity . For
FIG . 22C illustrates a more conceptual view of the matrix
example , the system could be used for the monitoring of
of sensing components (i.e. wearable peripherals ) 504 that daily activity in senior citizens including the detection of
were shown in FIG . 22A and FIG . 22B . This shows a matrix 5 activity level variations; gait patterns variations, sleep pat
of “ wearable” peripheral sensing instruments 504 and a tern variations as well as the detection of falls . Pre -set
sensor hub 503 integrated together. The matrix of sensing thresholds could generate alert signals that are communi
components 504 could comprise accelerometers , gyro
cated to a remote device for emergencies. The same con
scopes, and magnetometers , the number and geometrical . struct could be used to detect abnormal posture with office
position of which is optimized for increased accuracy and
operational redundancy . This specific embodiment of the
sensing instruments 503 could increase their overall accu racy making them more useful in application such as dead

workers or athletes , and send the appropriate alert and
posture suggestion . Abnormal activity in a consumer, com
mercial or industrial and military settings could also be
monitored . One such application relates to an object with an

reckoning when GPS signal is unavailable and increasing

integrated sensing instrument that would send an alarm

operational availability , if subject to electromagnetic inter

signal if displaced, handled roughly or tampered with . Such
an object could be a container with high value or strategic
content or an electronic lock securing boxes , containers ,

ferences.

Applications for the System and Method Disclosed
truck or any similar cargo . This application could also
The wireless motion sensor system or method could be 20 extend to automotive applications where an embedded sens

Herein

used in sports, health care , veterinary sciences , industry, and

ing instrument would detect high speed and reckless driving

the military . The system or method can sense position ,

in personal or commercial vehicles such as delivery fleets or

motion , gestures, acceleration , impact , and / or vibration . The

rental cars , in order to generate the needed alert to parents ,

sensed data can be quantified and used in performance
fleet operators or insurers . The sensing instrument could be
analysis and monitoring in sports , as well as health related 25 coupled with GPS technology .

applications including but not limited to daily activity ,

Referring to a fourth specific application , the instrument

posture , gait patterns assessment and sleep pattern monitor

could be worn by an animal. For example , the system could

ing, fall detection , rehabilitation , or motion imbalance

be used for the monitoring of pets or large animals . Items to

be monitored could include temperature and daily activity
evaluation including falls .
The system or method could be used with humans, pets, 30 and variation thereof, as well as the variation of gait patterns ,
large animals such as horses , cattle or flying species ( birds sleeping and eating patterns, for the detection of a possible
of prey, sea birds) or marine animals and mammals includ - health problem . Position tracking would also allow to find a
ing but not limited to whales, dolphins, turtles , sharks, etc .

lost pet/ animal and the analysis of grouping and location

The system or method could also be used with mechanical

patterns on a geographical area for optimal herding opera

systems including but not limited to aeronautical systems 35 tions.

such as planes, space shuttles and space exploration

Referring to a fifth specific application , the system or

vehicles, or unmanned systems ( satellites, unmanned aerial

method could be used in industrial or military settings for

vehicles (UAVs), unmanned combat aerial vehicles,

unmanned ground vehicles , remotely operated vehicles,

advanced situational awareness with unmanned systems or

preventive maintenance with mechanical equipment. Such

industrial robots, explosive ordinance disposal robots , 40 an application involves the detection of abnormal vibrations

nuclear maintenance robots, automotive vehicles, armored

vehicles, tanks, submersible vehicles , and amphibious

vehicles .

Referring now to one specific application , the system or

or movements in mechanical, hydraulic or pneumatic sys

tems with the possibility of providing haptic information to
the remote device , which could be a handheld or wearable

remove device. Applications include but are not limited to

method could be used in team sports for the continuous 45 vibration monitoring in operating machinery or the moni

monitoring of athletes ' performance parameters (speed ,

acceleration , scoring), activity and position . Detection of

head impacts parameters including (magnitude , frequency,
direction , location and the generated linear and rotational
accelerations can also be enabled . Additional sensor data 50

toring of a UAV behavior during flight with haptic feedback

relayed to a mechanical system that would render the actual

behavior of the UAV , for realistic operation in different
weather and theater situations.
Referring to a sixth specific application , the system or

that can be monitored can include performance and gait
pattern variation , sleep patterns, eating patterns, and /or
patterns of daily activity , following an impact over pre

method could be used in a commercial setting to prevent the
theft of trucks and trailers with a tamper-proof system . Such
an application would require the use of one or more periph

defined concussive thresholds or an accumulation of impacts

eral sensing instrument with GPS positioning, motion ,

below pre -defined concussive thresholds.

55 vibration and tilt sensing, as well as cellular modem con
Referring to a second specific application , the sensor data
nectivity and short range transmission . A main hub sensing

can also be used to trigger haptic information to a remote
device . The remote device could be a chair . The remote
device could be a wearable device such as a vest, a glove , a

instrument is connected to the peripheral sensing instru
ments through the short range communication . It further
integrates a GPS module , a motion sensor, a rechargeable

helmet, a headband , an armband , a pad , a cushion , or any 60 battery and long range communication in the form of a

other wearable device capable of being understood by

anyone skilled in the art. The haptic information could
include forces, impacts, mechanical resistances, and vibra

satellite modem or long range RF signal. When a Cellular

signal is unavailable or the peripheral unit unable to operate
or is physically disassociated from the vehicle , a short range

tions. When used in this configuration , the remote device
signal from the peripheral sensing unit triggers the start- up
could partially replicate sports field activity including 65 and operation of the main hub and its long range transmis
impacts and performance records, for a better sports fan
sion capability to transmit the vehicles GPS coordinates. To
experience.
optimize battery endurance, the main hub unit could be
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programmed to send GPS coordinate information when the
vehicle approaches pre -set latitude or is idle for a pre -set
length of time.
Referring to a seventh specific application , the system
comprising the instrument sensing unit, communications 5

34

ments generated by other existing applications and inven
tions being developed in the field, such as subjective ques
tionnaires or objectivemeasurements of nystagmus, in order
to increase the confidence level as to the presence of a
concussion , prior to undertaking expensive medical imaging
procedures . Embodiments of the present invention can fur

capability and remote viewing and storage capability could
ther be capable of developing personal assessments of
data capture in the instrument including but not limited to concussion risk based on a player's physiological attributes
temperature , heart rate , blood oxygen saturation , electroen
(such as age , gender, height, weight) and previous impact
cephalograph , and /or vestibular ocular reflex ( VOR ) being 10 history
, as well as environmental parameters (temperature,
connected to a brain stimulation technology for advanced

be integrated in a negative feedback loop with physiological

the performance of athletes in training and map it to various
physiological states and brain patterns. The best perfor

humidity , altitude or barometric pressure ) through big data
analysis and self -evolving algorithms based on history .
Another embodiment of the present invention could be used

using mental suggestion , auto -hypnosis biofeedback tech niques or the aid of brain stimulation device . The brain

invention could be used for objective selection process
based on long -term quantitative data generated by the pro

method could be used for horse racing and / or dairy opera -

or method , the peripheral sensors could be embedded or

training. As an example , the wearable unit would measure

15 off- field to track the activity and sleep patterns of players to
mance in training would be mapped to the corresponding 150
body posture data, physiological data , brain wave , and VOR assess post - impact symptoms duration for a quick and safe
data , to replicate the patterns during actual competition return to play approach . A similar embodiment of the present
stimulation device could use cranial electrotherapy stimu - 20 spective candidate athlete , allowing coaching team to have
lation, transcranial direct - current stimulation and / or similar an objective assessment of their training discipline and
long -term performance track .
brain entrainment technologies .
Referring to an eighth specific application , the system and
Referring to an eleventh specific application of the system

tion optimization . The system or method could be used with 25 retrofitted in the blades of wind turbines to monitor the

any large animals including but not limited to cattle , horses
and camels, to improve their racing performance or feeding
habits. For example , the best time for a racing horse would

evolution of their condition with time as well as specific

operational parameters such as vibrations at different orien

tation angles of the blade .
Referring to a twelfth application of the system or
in order to be replicated during the race using different brain 30 method , the peripheral sensors and sensors could be orga
stimulation techniques. Dairy animals feeding and repro
to map the motion and movements of a human
duction patterns could also be mapped to their brain wave nized
operator, allowing the control a remote humanoid robot by
patterns, physiological data and other environmental data
such as ambient temperature and light, for an optimization movements of the individual's, head , trunk , arms, hands and
of feeding habits in view of optimal milk and meat produc- 35 legs, to perform needed task in a hazardous or arduous
environment. Examples of such activities could include
tion and/ or reproduction schedule.
Referring to an ninth specific application , the system and active firefighting and rescue operations, wounded extrac
method could be used by the military Special Forces for tion in military operations , and /or deep - see work for oil and
and
stealth insertion behind enemy lines, situation awareness gas exploration / extraction or space exploration / travel. An
bemapped to the physiological data and brain wave patterns

and position tracking of the unit and each element therein 40 interesting implementation in sports could include human
without radio communications and /or location in case of oid teams controlled by the actual players , which would
capture
Referring to a tenth specific application , the instrument in

result in a major reduction of sports injuries such as trau
matic brain injuries ( TBI) .

the system and method can use MEMS (micro electro

The system or method could be used with the instrument

mechanical system ) sensors to detect and quantify impacts . 45 being worn by humans, by an animal, or being attached to

The magnitude of these impacts can be mapped to pre -

an inanimate object such as a vehicle or a shipping pallet.

established thresholds that have been shown to cause con

Continuous monitoring can facilitate detection of any given

cussions . This system and method could be used to measure

variation in the parameters being monitored , after the occur

the number and severity of impacts that are above a gener -

rence of a given event. The event could be an impact, fall ,

ally recognized concussive threshold . The system or method 50 spin /rotation or any internal malfunction stemming from

could also be used to measure the cumulative effect of
multiple sub - concussive impacts. In one embodiment, the
system and method described herein can augment impact

viral, bacterial ormechanical imbalance in the system being
monitored . The sensors system is also able to detect the
event parameters in order to compare them to pre -estab

magnitude and frequency measurement with measurements

lished benchmarks .

of induced rotational and linear accelerations that affect the 55 In one embodiment and application , the instrument is
cranial cavity . These induced accelerations are often gener - wearable and comprises one or more sensors that incorpo
ated by tangential impacts and would generate internal rate MEMS technology . The MEMS technology sensor can
trauma inside the brain that is hard to detect even with the

be an accelerometer . TheMEMS technology sensor can be

use of standard medical imaging equipment. To increase the a gyroscope. The MEMS technology sensor can be a mag
level of certainty as to the presence of a concussion , embodi- 60 netometer. The MEMS technology could be used to measure
ments of the present invention can continuously monitor position , orientation , velocity , rotation , linear acceleration ,
performance and activity parameters such as speed , acceleration , total distance covered and field coverage and their

angular acceleration , or higher order derivatives of position
or rotation . The sensors in the instrument can comprise

variation as well biomechanical and neuromotor indicators
sensors that measure electromagnetic fields , radioactivity ,
including but not limited to gait pattern variation , post - 65 temperature , pressure , altitude , position , pulse , heart rate ,
impact. The data generated by the different embodiments of blood oxygen saturation or chemical parameters . The system

the present invention could be augmented with measure

further comprises transmitter low power instrument and
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wireless communications allowing the sensors to send the

cally, magnetically , piezoelectrically or using any other

information to a remote electronic device for analysis ,
feedback and/ or control.

actuation technology capable of being understood by anyone

In one embodiment, the system and method could be used

skilled in the art. The signals activating the actuators could
be triggered by the event or by any other parameter related

to continuously monitor a variety of parameters related to 5 to an activity .

motion , activity, performance , and / or neuro -motor status by

measuring things such as gait patterns, speed , and/ or accel -

These specific arrangements and methods described

herein are merely illustrative of the principals of the present

eration . The system or method could also detect the occur

invention . Numerous modifications in form and detail may

rence of an event or series of events , such as impacts , falls ,

be made by those of ordinary skill in the art without

event, such as its magnitude , location , direction , frequency,

this invention has been shown in relation to a particular

and /or induced linear and rotational accelerations. Post

embodiment, it should not be considered so limited . Rather,

spins, or rotations and quantify the characteristics of an 10 departing from the scope of the present invention . Although

event, the system ormethod could detect any variation in the the present invention is limited only by the scope of the
parameters being monitored .
appended claims.
The remote device that is part of the system or method 15
could have embedded intelligence and algorithms that com What is claimed is :

pare the event parameters to pre - established benchmarks and

to generate one or more impact severity indicators to char acterize the data that has been received thathelps to describe

1. A motion analysis system for use in measuring a human

risk factor in sports comprising a first wearable peripheral,
a first wearable communication hub, a beacon , a data

or categorize the event. This impact severity indicator or 20 analysis server , and a cloud server, wherein :

indicators or other characterization information could be
used to generate an alert based on a comparison with
threshold values. Embedded intelligence and algorithms in
the remote device could also compare the post -event per
formance , operational activity and behavior to pre - event 25

levels and issues. This pre - event versus post- even compari
son could be a direct comparison of pre and post data or it
could be based on key activity and performance indicators

that characterize activity “ health ” . The remote device could

also use an advanced algorithm that combines the impact 30
severity scores with the activity and performance scores and
to generate an event risk score , which could also be called
a “ key safety indicator.”
In one embodiment, the remote device could store the
sensor data and / or analysis information in a cloud database . 35

The data in the cloud database could be compared and
correlated with data related to circumstantial and environ

mental parameters including parameters related to the struc

ture or physiology of the system being monitored . The
correlated information can enable the optimization of scor- 40

the first wearable peripheral is configured to be worn by
a first person ;

the first wearable peripheral comprises :

a first orientation sensor comprising an accelerometer,
a magnetometer, and a gyroscope;
a first wearable peripheral processor responsive to the
first orientation sensor wherein the first wearable

peripheral processor is configured for:

receiving rotation rate information from the gyro
scope wherein the gyroscope rotation rate infor

mation is responsive to angular rotation rates of
the gyroscope in three orthogonal axes ;
mathematically integrating the gyroscope rotation
rate information to generate gyroscope orientation
information comprising orientation in three
orthogonal axes ;
receiving an accelerometer pitch signal and an accel
erometer roll signal wherein pitch and roll are
rotations about two perpendicular axes orthogonal
to a gravitational vector;

ing generation and threshold calibration based on the attri

receiving a magnetometer yaw signal responsive to

butes of the system being monitored .
In the system or method is used in a sports application , the

tion in a plane perpendicular to the gravitational

sensors in the instrument could continuously monitor the

performance and activity of the players on the field , as well 45

as the parameters of any event or events ( such as an impact

or series of impacts ) affecting the player or players . The

sensors in the instrument, in combination with the remote
device could detect any variation in the performance and
activity patterns as well as any variation in gait patterns and 50
other neuromotor parameters. The embedded intelligence on
the remote device could generate impact, activity, perfor
mance , and risk scores . In an embodiment used in a sports

application , the system ormethod could include algorithms

that personalize the risk score or scores based on the age , 55
gender, height and weight of the player being measured . The

system or method could take environmental parameters such
as temperature , altitude, humidity , and barometric pressure

at the time of the event into account to develop the risk
score .
60

In one embodiment, the system or method could be
configured to generate a haptic feedback control to a wear
able or embedded device . The device receiving the haptic

feedback could be an article of clothing , a head -worn unit,

yaw of the magnetometer wherein yaw is a rota

vector, and
first wearable peripheral in response to the gyro

generating an actual orientation measurement of the

scope orientation information , the accelerometer

pitch signal, the accelerometer roll signal; and the
magnetometer yaw signal;
generating a predicted orientation signal of the first

wearable peripheral in response to an orientation
of the first wearable peripheral at a previous time;
generating a first wearable peripheral residual signal
in response to a comparison of the first wearable

peripheral actual orientation measurement and the

first wearable peripheral predicted orientation sig
nal; and
generating a first wearable peripheral fused orienta
tion measurement in response to the first wearable
peripheral residual signal and the first wearable

peripheral actual orientation measurement; and
a first wearable peripheral short- range communication

module configured for transmitting a wireless signal
responsive to the first orientation sensor using a radio

an arm -worn unit, a foot worn unit, a hand -worn unit, or any 65

frequency technology selected from the group of

other wearable device . The actuators in the haptic feedback
device could be actuated electro -mechanically, pneumati

Neul, Sigfox , and Z -Wave;

ANT, Bluetooth , LORA , Near Field Communication ,
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the first wearable communication hub is configured to be
worn by the first person ;
the first wearable communication hub comprises a mini
mum of two wireless communication modules and a
sensor comprising :
a first wearable communication hub short-range com
munication module configured for receiving the first
wearable peripheral short-range communication
module wireless signal;
a first wearable communication hub sensor selected "
from the group of an acceleration sensor, an altitude
sensor , a chemical sensor, an electromagnetic sensor,

sensor exceeds a threshold value ;

the first wearable peripheral communications module is
configured for transmitting a signal using a Bluetooth

Class 3 protocol at 2 .4 gigahertz ;
the first wearable communication hub sensor comprises

an impact sensor;
the first wearable communication hub long -range com

munication module is configured for transmitting a
signal using a Bluetooth Class 1 protocol at 2.4 giga
hertz ;

sensor, an impact sensor, a magnetic sensor, a micro - 15

phone, a position sensor , a pressure sensor, a tem
perature sensor, and a vibration sensor, and
a first wearable communication hub long -range com

munication module configured for receiving and
transmitting a wireless signal using a radio frequency 20
technology selected from the group of Bluetooth ,
cellular, LORA , Neul, satellite , Sigfox , WiFi, Zigbee ,

a fixed beacon configured for stationary placement;
signal over a cellular telephone network ; and
a second beacon sensor configured for measuring a
position of the beacon ; and
the graphical data presentation module is configured for
displaying the number of times an acceleration event
a cellular data modem configured for transmitting a

has occurred and the magnitude of each acceleration
event.

and Z -Wave wherein the first wearable communica
tion hub long -range communication module signal is
responsive to the first wearable peripheral short- 25
range communication module signal and the first
wearable communication hub sensor;

the beacon comprises :
a beacon long -range communication module config
ured for receiving and transmitting information to 30

the beacon is configured for stationary placement adjacent
to a sports field ;
the data analysis server comprises :
a data analysis server long- range communication mod

send a signal if the acceleration of the first orientation

the beacon further comprises :

a gyroscope , a human physiology sensor, a humidity

and from the first wearable communication hub and
the data analysis server; and
a first beacon sensor wherein the first beacon sensor
comprises a microphone;

38
the first wearable peripheral is configured to immediately

3 . The system of claim 1 wherein :
the first wearable peripheral is configured to be worn on
the first person ' s head ;
the first wearable peripheral processor is configured to

change from a power - conserving sleep mode to an
active mode in response to the first orientation sensor;
the first wearable peripheral processor is configured for

generating the fused orientation measurement using a

computation selected from the group of:

a Kalman filter computation , wherein the Kalman filter

computation comprises a linear, unbiased , recursive
algorithm that optimally measures an unknown posi

35

tion from noisy first orientation data taken at discrete

real- time intervals ; and

a Madgwick filter computation , wherein the Madgwick
filter computation determines the fused orientation

beacon long -range communication module wherein

measurement by numerically integrating estimated
orientation rates from the first orientation sensor ;
the system further comprises a second wearable periph

mation comprises first orientation sensor informa

a second orientation sensor comprising a second accel

ule configured for receiving information from the 40

the beacon long - range communication module infor

tion , first wearable communication hub sensor infor
mation , and first beacon sensor information ;

eral wherein the second wearable peripheral comprises:
erometer, a second magnetometer, and a second

45

a data storage module responsive to the beacon long

range communication module information ;

a data analysis module responsive to the beacon long
range communication module information ;
a graphical data presentation module responsive to the 50

data analysis module ; and
a data analysis server internet connection configured
for communication over the internet; and
the cloud server comprises :

receiving rotation rate information from the second

gyroscope wherein the gyroscope rotation rate
of the second gyroscope in three orthogonal axes ;

the first wearable peripheral fused orientation mea - 60

surement; and

mathematically integrating the second gyroscope
rotation rate information to generate second gyro
scope orientation information comprising orienta
tion in three orthogonal axes ;
receiving a second accelerometer pitch signal and a
second accelerometer roll signal wherein pitch
and roll are rotations about two perpendicular axes
orthogonal to a gravitational vector;
receiving a second magnetometer yaw signal respon

the first wearable communication hub sensor.
2. The system of claim 1 wherein :

sive to yaw of the second magnetometer wherein

the first wearable peripheral is configured to be worn on
the first person ' s head ;

a second wearable peripheral processor responsive to
the second orientation sensor wherein the second
wearable peripheral processor is configured for:

information is responsive to angular rotation rates

a cloud server internet connection configured for com - 55
munication over the internet with the data analysis
server ; and
a web server wherein the web server is configured for
assessing a human risk factor in response to :

the first orientation sensor is configured to be responsive
to a linear acceleration and a rotational acceleration ;

gyroscope wherein the second orientation sensor is
responsive to movement of the first person 's trunk ;

yaw is a rotation in a plane perpendicular to the
65

gravitational vector ; and

generating an actual orientation measurement of the

second wearable peripheral in response to the
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second gyroscope orientation information , the
second accelerometer pitch signal, the second
accelerometer roll signal; and the second magne
tometer yaw signal ;
generating a predicted orientation signal of the sec - 5
ond wearable peripheral in response to an orien

40

the acceleration event;

the human physiology parameter at a time prior to the

acceleration event; and

the human physiology parameter at a time after the
acceleration event.
5 . The system of claim 1 wherein :

tation of the second wearable peripheral at a
previous time;
generating a second wearable peripheral residual

the first wearable communication hub comprises a chemi
cal sensor, an electromagnetic sensor, a gyroscope, a
human physiology sensor, a humidity sensor, an impact

ment and the second wearable peripheral pre

tural integrity sensor, a temperature sensor, and a

signal in response to a comparison of the second 10
wearable peripheral actual orientation measure

vibration sensor; and

dicted orientation signal; and

generating a second wearable peripheral fused ori- 15
entation measurement in response to the second

wearable peripheral residual signal and the second

wearable peripheral actual orientation measure

ment; and
a second wearable processor short- range communica - 20
tion module configured for transmitting a wireless
signal responsive to the first orientation sensor using

a radio frequency technology selected from the

25

the first wearable communication hub long -range com

munication module signal is responsive to the second
wearable peripheral fused orientation measurement;
and
the human sports risk factor system is configured for 00
measuring relativemotion of the human in response to
a comparison of the first wearable peripheral fused
orientation measurement and the second wearable
peripheral fused orientation measurement .

4 . The system of claim 1 wherein :
the first wearable peripheral processor is configured to
change from a power -conserving sleep mode to an

the first wearable peripheral processor is configured for
generating the actual orientation measurement of the

first wearable peripheral in response to a mathematical
representation of a 3 -dimensional space using spherical
coordinates in response to the gyroscope , the acceler
ometer pitch signal, the accelerometer roll signal, and
the magnetometer yaw signal.
6 . The system of claim 1 wherein :
the system comprises a second wearable peripheral and a
second wearable communication hub configured to be

group of ANT, Bluetooth , LORA , Near Field Com

munication , Neul, Sigfox, and Z -Wave ;

sensor, a magnetic sensor, a microphone, a global
positioning system sensor, a pressure sensor , a struc

35

active mode in response an acceleration event wherein

the acceleration event comprises an acceleration of the 40
first person 's head that is greater than a concussion
threshold value ;

the first wearable peripheral processor is configured for

worn by a second person ;
the first wearable communication hub is configured for
transmitting a first person position signal responsive to
the position of the first person to the beacon ; and

the second wearable communication hub is configured for
transmitting a second person position signal responsive
to the position of the second person to the beacon ;

the beacon comprises a position sensor ; and

the beacon is configured for:
improving the position accuracy of the first person ; and
improving the position accuracy of the second person .
7 . The system of claim 1 wherein :
the system is configured for assessing whether the first
person has fallen ; and
the system is configured for assessing the human risk
factor in response to a comparison of the gait pattern of
the first person prior to the time when the first person
has fallen with the gait pattern of the first person after
the time when the first person has fallen .

8 . The system of claim 1 wherein :

generating the actual orientation measurement of the

the system is configured for use in an American football

wherein the quaternion comprises a scalar number, a
first complex number, a second complex number , and a

the first wearable peripheral is configured to be worn on
the first person ' s head ;

first wearable peripheral in response to a quaternion 45

third complex number wherein :

the product of the first complex number and the second
complex number equals the third complex number; 50
the product of the second and the third complex number
equals the first complex number ; and
the product of the third and the first complex number
equals the second complex number ;
the first wearable communication hub comprises a global 55
positioning sensor, a microphone, and a human physi ology sensor;
the first wearable communication huh human physiology

sensor is responsive to a human physiology parameter

selected from the group of gait pattern , nystagmus, 60

heart rate , speed , acceleration , and vestibulo - ocular
reflex ;

application ;

the first wearable peripheral further comprises a video
camera ;
the wearable peripheral video camera is configured for
recording eye movement of the first person ; and
the system is configured for assessing the risk of a
concussion to the first person in response to a nystag
mus measurement using eye movement information

recorded by the wearable peripheral video camera .
9 . The system of claim 1 wherein :
the first orientation sensor comprises a nine-axis inertial
measurement unit further comprising:
at least two axes of accelerometer rotation input;
three axes of accelerometer linear displacement input;
three axes of gyroscope rotational input; and

at least one axis of magnetometer orientation input;

the first wearable communication hub long - range com
munication module is configured for communicating

the nine - axis inertialmeasurement unit further comprises

65
using Bluetooth Class 1 technology ; and
the data analysis server is configured for generating an

the first sensor hub comprises a position sensor wherein

alarm in response to :

a single monolithic integrated circuit ;

the position sensor is responsive to a signal from a

global positioning system satellite ; and
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the data analysis module is responsive to the nine -axis
inertial measurement unit and the first sensor hub

position sensor.

10 . A wireless system configured for measuring human

motion in a sports environment, the system comprising a 5

a data analysis element;
a graphical data presentation element; and
an internet connection ; and
the cloud server comprises :

an internet connection configured for exchanging infor

mation with the data analysis module via the inter
net; and

wearable peripheral, a communication hub , a beacon , a data
analysis module , and a cloud server wherein :

the wearable peripheral is configured to be worn by a
human ;

a web server wherein the web server is configured for

the wearable peripheral comprises a first accelerometer, a 10

gyroscope, a magnetometer, a processor , and a com
munication module wherein the first wearable periph

eral processor is configured for :

receiving rotation rate information from the gyroscope

wherein the gyroscope rotation rate information is 15
responsive to angular rotation rates of the gyroscope

in three orthogonal axes ;

mathematically integrating the gyroscope rotation rate

information to generate gyroscope orientation infor
mation comprising orientation in three orthogonal 20

assessing a human risk factor in response to :
the fused orientation measurement; and
the communication hub sensor.
11 . The system of claim 10 wherein :
the wearable peripheral communication module is con

figured to transmit using a wireless radio frequency

technology selected from the group of ANT, Bluetooth ,
LORA , Near Field Communication , Neul, Sigfox , and

Z -Wave;
the communication hub long -range communication mod

ule is configured to transmit and receive using a radio
frequency technology selected from the group of Blu

etooth , cellular, LORA , Neul, satelliLe, Sigfox , WiFi,
Zigbee , and Z - Wave;
accelerometer roll signal wherein pitch and roll are
the communication hub is configured to be worn by the
rotations about two perpendicular axes orthogonal to
human;
a gravitational vector;
25 the communication hub comprises a position sensor
receiving a magnetometer yaw signal responsive to
responsive to a triangulation position information
axes ;

receiving a first accelerometer pitch signal and a first

received from a plurality of stationary beacons ; and
the beacon is configured for stationary placement at a

yaw of the magnetometer wherein yaw is a rotation

in a plane perpendicular to the gravitational vector;
and

generating an actual orientation measurement of first 30
wearable peripheral in response to the gyroscope
orientation information , the first accelerometer pitch
signal , the first accelerometer roll signal; and the
magnetometer yaw signal;
generating a predicted orientation signal of the first 35
wearable peripheral in response to an orientation of
the first wearable peripheral at a previous time;

generating a residual signal in response to a comparison
of the actual orientation measurement and the pre

dicted orientation signal; and

generating a fused orientation measurement in response

40

to the residual signal and the actual orientation

measurement;

the communication hub comprises :
a short-range communication module configured for 45
receiving a signal from the wearable peripheralwire
less communication module ;
a sensor configured formeasuring a parameter selected
from the group of acceleration , altitude , chemistry ,

rotation , human physiology, humidity , impact , 50

sound , position , pressure, temperature , and vibra
tion ; and
a long-range communication module configured for

transmitting a wireless signal using a radio frequency
technology ;
55

the beacon comprises :

a module configured for receiving and transmitting

information to and from the communication hub

long -range communication module and the data
60
analysis server ; and
a a microphone ;
the beacon is configured for placement adjacent to a
sports field ;

the data analysis module comprises :

a transmission element configured for receiving and 65
transmitting information to and from the beacon ;

a data storage element;

fixed location .

12 . The system of claim 10 wherein :

the first accelerometer is responsive to linear acceleration
and rotational acceleration in a plurality of axes ;

the first accelerometer generates a tilt signal relative to a
gravitational vector wherein :
the tilt signal is measured as a response of a projection

of static gravity on the tilted first accelerometer;

the first accelerometer is most sensitive to tilt when the
accelerometer is perpendicular to gravity ; and
the tilt signal comprises a pitch signal and a roll signal
where pitch and roll are rotations about two perpen
dicular axes orthogonal to the gravitational vector ;
the wearable peripheral processor is configured for gen

erating the actual orientation measurement of the first

wearable peripheral in response to a mathematical

representation of a 3 - dimensional space using spherical
coordinates in response to the gyroscope , the acceler
ometer pitch signal, the accelerometer roll signal, and

the magnetometer yaw signal;

the system is configured for generating an alarm in
response to an analysis of an acceleration event mea

sured by the first accelerometer , and
the system records the time when the acceleration event
occurs .

13 . The system of claim 10 wherein :

the communication hub comprises a human physiology
sensor configured for measuring a physiologic param
eter for the human wherein the physiologic parameter
comprises a gait pattern ; and
the data analysis module is configured for generating a
brain injury alarm in response to an analysis of:
an acceleration eventmeasured by the first accelerom
eter;

the gait pattern prior to the acceleration event; and
14 . The system of claim 10 wherein :
the wearable peripheral is configured to be worn on a
finger of the human ;
the gait after the acceleration event.
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the system further comprises:
a second accelerometer configured to be worn on the

thumb of the human ;
a third accelerometer configured to be worn on the
wrist of the human ;
a fourth accelerometer configured to be worn on the
upper arm of the human ;
a fifth accelerometer configured to be worn on the torso
of the human ;

5

a sixth accelerometer configured to be worn on the head
of the human ; and
a seventh accelerometer configured to be worn on the
leg of the human ; and
the system is configured for assessing the human risk 15
factor in response to :

the third accelerometer,
the fourth accelerometer;

and
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the fifth accelerometer ;
the sixth accelerometer, and
the seventh accelerometer.
15 . A method for wireless communication and analysis of
accelerometer, a magnetometer, a gyroscope , a proces
sor and a communication module ;
generating a fused orientation measurement in the human
wearable peripheral by :
receiving rotation rate information from the gyroscope

a microphone ;
establishing a cloud server comprising an internet con
nection configured for communication over the internet

with the data analysisis device
device ;:
assessing a human risk factor in response to :
the fused orientation measurement; and

sensed human motion information in a sports environment

establishing a human -wearable peripheral comprising an

receiving and transmitting information to and from

the communication hub and the data analysis device ;

the second accelerometer,

comprising the steps of:

magnetic sensor, a microphone, a position sensor, a
pressure sensor, a temperature sensor, and a vibration
sensor ; and
a transmitter configured for transmitting and receiving
a wireless signal using a radio frequency technology ;
establishing a data analysis device comprising :
a long -range communication module configured for
receiving and transmitting information ;
a data storage module ;
a data analysis module ;
a graphical presentation module ; and
an internet connection ;
establishing a beacon comprising :
a long- range communication module configured for

25

the first wearable communication hub sensor.

16 . The method of claim 15 wherein :

the wearable peripheral comprises a 9 -axis inertial mea
surement unit comprising a at least two axes of accel
30

erator rotation input, three axes of accelerometer linear
displacement input , three axes of gyroscope rotational

input, and at least one axis ofmagnetometer orientation
input;

wherein the gyroscope rotation rate information is

responsive to angular rotation rates of the gyroscope

generating a fused orientation measurement comprises the

in three orthogonal axes;

mathematically integrating the gyroscope rotation rate 35
information to generate gyroscope orientation infor

steps of:

representing a first orientation of the wearable periph

eral using spherical coordinates in response to the
gyroscope, the accelerometer pitch signal, the accel
erometer roll signal, and the magnetometer yaw

mation comprising orientation in three orthogonal
axes ;

receiving an accelerometer pitch signal and an accel
erometer roll signal wherein pitch and roll are rota - 40
tions about two perpendicular axes orthogonal to a
gravitational vector;

signal;

converting the first orientation of the wearable periph
eral to a quaternion wherein the quaternion com

prises a scalar number, a first complex number, a

receiving a magnetometer yaw signal responsive to

yaw of the magnetometer wherein yaw is a rotation
in a plane perpendicular to the gravitational vector ; 45
and
generating an actual orientation measurement of first
wearable peripheral in response to the gyroscope
orientation information , the accelerometer pitch sig

nal, the accelerometer roll signal; and the magne- 50
tometer yaw signal;

generating a predicted orientation signal of the first
wearable peripheral in response to an orientation of

the first wearable peripheral at a previous time;

generating a residual signal in response to a comparison 55

second complex number, and a third complex num
the product of the first complex number and the
second complex number equals the third complex
number;

ber wherein :

the product of the second and the third complex
number equals the first complex number ; and
the product of the third and the first complex number

equals the second complex number;
rotating the first orientation of the wearable peripheral
to a second orientation of the wearable peripheral in
response to the gyroscope, the accelerometer pitch
signal, the accelerometer roll signal, the accelerom

of the actual orientation measurement and the pre
dicted orientation signal; and

eter yaw signal, and a quaternion rotation computa

generating a fused orientation measurement in response
to the residual signal and the actual orientation

converting the second orientation of the wearable

measurement ;

establishing a communication hub comprising :
a receiver configured for receiving a signal from the

tion ; and

peripheral from a quaternion back to spherical coor
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human -wearable peripheral communication module ;
a sensor selected from the group of an acceleration

sensor, an altitude sensor, a chemical sensor, an 65

electromagnetic sensor, a gyroscope , a human physi
ology sensor, a humidity sensor, an impact sensor, a

dinates .
17 . The sports risk measurement system of claim 1

wherein :

the system is configured for assessing the human risk
factor in response to age, gender, height, and weight of
the first person .

18 . The sports risk measurement system of claim 1
wherein :
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the system is configured for assessing the human risk
factor in response to correlation information of past
concussions wherein the past concussion correlation
data comprises :
past impact data for the first person ;

temperature data ; and
19 . The sports risk measurement system of claim 1
wherein :
the first wearable peripheral further comprises a video 10
camera ;
the wearable peripheral video camera is configured for
recording eye movement of the first person ; and
the system is configured for measuring vestibular ocular
demographic data .

reflex performance using eye movement information 15
recorded by the wearable peripheral video camera .
20 . The sports risk measurement system of claim 1

wherein :

the first wearable peripheral further comprises an electro
encephalograph ; and
the system is configured for assessing the risk of a
concussion in response to the electroencephalograph .
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